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Part A
1.

Club Policy
The Hutt Valley Model Engineering Society Inc, (HVMES or Club) exists to provide its members
with a venue to share their common interest in the hobby of Model Engineering, to create an
enjoyable and social atmosphere and to allow others to enjoy our facilities and miniature
railway operation.
The club recognizes a way of operating that is safe for our members and for those people that
participate in our operation. The club sets out the expected behavior in our documentation
and expects members to adhere to that behavior.
This operating manual is an important part of the way we operate and is designed to avoid
incidents rather than suffer the consequences.
The following areas of responsibility are essential to ensure the successful implementation of
this policy:
•

The Officers and Committee of the Club will:
➢ oversee, observe and enforce the requirements of this documentation; and
➢ provide training to ensure a safe and healthy environment for all members and
visitors.

•

All members and visitors are expected to willingly co-operate in the above objectives
of making the Club’s facilities an enjoyable and safe environment and therefore:
➢ are required to observe and practice safe work methods;
➢ where safety equipment is provided, to ensure it is used correctly at all times;
➢ immediately correct and report any unsafe condition or equipment;
➢ report all accidents and incidents promptly and accurately; and
➢ take all practicable steps to ensure their own safety and the safety of others.

•

Although details in the Track Operations manual may seem overly prescriptive, the
level of details ensures the duties of all staff may be taken over at short notice by
another designated person.

C Poulsen
Claude Poulsen
Club President
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2.

Scheduling of activities
a)

A calendar of activity, intended to act as a bring up system, will be produced each year
by the committee and cover the period 1 September to end of August of the following
year.

b)

The calendar will be:

c)

3.

•

Published in the members only section of the web site;

•

Included in or with “Blast Pipe” for a period; and

•

Displayed in the club rooms.

Included will be:
•

club meeting nights;

•

committee meetings;

•

working bees;

•

fire extinguisher checks;

•

first aid kit checks;

•

scheduled review of manuals;

•

rolling stock inspections;

•

self-audits prior to MEANZ and HCC audits;

•

MEANZ and HCC audit; and

•

any other item that the committee decides should be included.

MEANZ
The society is a member of Model Engineering Association of New Zealand (MEANZ). They coordinate contact between individual clubs and legislative authorities.
HVMES members are reminded that they can access the MEANZ’s web site to find information
on:

Page 2

•

Testing and safety requirements; and

•

Checks for locomotives and rolling stock.
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4.

Documentation
4.1

Track Operation Documentation
The track operation documentation comprises the following components:
1) Track Operation manual (this volume):
•

Part A – sets out
➢
➢
➢
➢

•

Club policy
Scheduling of activities
Maintaining Documentation
Copies status.

Part B – sets out:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Track Operation
Run Managers Duties
Run Assistants Duties
Drivers Certification
Training and refresher training for Run Managers, Run Assistants and
Drivers
Requirements for accident, incident, hazard and defect reporting
Requirements for training
Requirements for registers
Appendices of other useful information related to definitions, track,
locomotive and track operation.

2) Registers (held in separate folder):
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Vehicles and rolling stock (both club owned and owned by others)
Track layout plans
Structures list
First Aid Kit use and maintenance
Accidents, Incidents Emergencies list
Hazards list
Certified Drivers list
Run Managers list
Copies of manuals issued
Fire suppression, test certificates
Boiler certification documents and pressure gauge test
Boiler design and ownership records
Defects list
Training records.

3) Manufacturers Documentation (held in separate folder):
➢
➢
➢
➢

Track design, construction and plans (points and wiring diagrams)
Services – water, electricity and waste
Rolling stock (maintenance and wiring diagrams)
Repairs and maintenance documentation.

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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4.2

Documentation
4.2.1

Maintaining documentation

Each type of documentation is to be held as an electronic file to facilitate updating.

4.2.2

Manual versions

a)

Each page of the documentation will show the version and date of that version.

b)

In addition, for copies 1, 2 and 3, the copy number will be shown on each page.

c)

For all other copies, each page will show “Uncontrolled copy”.

Tip - to automatically meet this requirement, each electronic file name should contain
the version and date of the version, and the file name included in the footer on each
page plus either the copy number or “Uncontrolled copy”. When individual pages are
printed they will then contain the correct information.

4.2.3

Notification of revisions and updates
a) All approved revisions and updates will be notified to members through Blast Pipe
including the request that all copies of the manual held be updated with the
revisions and on the Issue Status page, with date, and under Details description of
the update or amendment.

b)

4.2.4

Any holder of a copy of the operations manual will be responsible for updates to
the manual as notified in these revisions.

Operations Manual review

The Operations Manual will be fully reviewed by the Committee at intervals no greater
than two years. An updated version will be printed if considered necessary by the
committee.

4.2.5
a)

Copies
Ruling copy (Copy 1)
The ruling copy is the printed copy (Copy 1) held securely in the club rooms and
signed off by the president on behalf of the committee.

b)

c)

Ticket box copy (Copy 2)
•

A 2nd printed copy (Copy 2) will be held in the in the ticket box and will
initially be a duplicate of Copy 1

•

Added at the rear of this copy will be any forms that might be required while
the track is in operation

•

This copy will be updated with the amendments that are advised to members

•

Updating will be the responsibility of the Secretary and updated at the same
time as members are advised of updates.

Suggested changes copy (Copy 3)
•

Page 4

A printed copy (Copy 3) for hand annotations will be available in the club
rooms
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4.2.6

•

Members can annotate this copy with suggested changes by added the
suggested amendment, their name and date of annotation

•

The committee at regular intervals not exceeding 3 months:
➢ Will review the suggestions and decide on the action to be taken
➢ In Copy 3, annotate each suggestion to indicate it has been reviewed
by adding “Reviewed” with the outcome and date of the review
➢ A suggested way of recording each committee review is for the
relevant page or section of the committee minutes to be filed at the
rear of Copy 3.

Distribution of copies of Track Operations manual

a)

Electronic
An electronic copy of the manual will be distributed to all members who have
indicated they will receive club information by email.

b)

Physical copy
Any physical copy of the manual can be distributed as required and a register will
be kept of who the copy has been issued to.

4.2.7

Backup copies of documentation

Two electronic copies of the word files for the Track Operation manual, Registers and
Manufacturers Documentation are to be held as follows:
•

a cloud copy; and

•

a copy held by the Secretary.

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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PART B
5.

Track Running
5.1

5.2

Roster and Operation
a)

All members are encouraged to participate in the operation of our track for the
public as this is the prime source of revenue for the society.

b)

Typically the club runs on Sunday afternoon as advised between 1:00 pm and 4:00
pm. We may operate outside these hours for various reasons. Preparation and
putting away times need to be allowed for.

c)

One knowledgeable member is designated the ‘Run Manager’ and is shown as such
on the roster together with other track staff. This is normally prepared every 2
months and advised to those on the roster.

d)

At least two members with driving tickets are in the team for handling the trains
carrying members of the public. This is a safety requirement for our own
protection. Remember, as a member, you are more than welcome to turn up on
any day the track is operating and volunteer to assist.

e)

Training:
•

All members taking part in track running shall have taken part in a training
session to ensure that they can adequately discharge their duties

•

All members acting as a run manager shall have undergone a course of
instruction suitable to ensure their ability to safely conduct a run with the
complexities of public demands and the needs to keep the operation safe
and shall from time to time undergo refresher training

•

All members acting as a driver shall have undergone a course of instruction
suitable to ensure their ability to operate a passenger vehicle in the complex
public environment, and shall from time to time undergo refresher training.

Track Setting Up, While Running, and Closing Down
5.2.1

Setting Up Track

Listed below are the duties for setting up.
Tasks can be performed in any order but remember once the ticket box is open, this
should be supervised at all times. Tasks can be allocated to others rostered on.
It is recommended that the crew for the day should arrive at least 30 minutes prior to
the schedule run start time.
a)

Page 6

Open clubhouse:
•

Jug and/or urn – check that there is sufficient water and turn on power at the
wall (urn does not turn off automatically)

•

Collect the keys

•

Collect Run Manager’s Check List and Track Running Log

•

Collect crossing warning lights from entrance cupboard removing charging
cable

•

If steam vehicles are operating, install steaming bay notice (stored in
entrance cupboard).
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Walk the entire track to check:
•

For hazards, defects and unsafe conditions such as loose bolts, obstruction
and debris. Clear the conditions if possible and if anything other than minor,
fill in the appropriate form

•

If track is not suitable for operation, cancel the day’s run. Complete either
defect (form DD2) or hazard (form HH2)

•

Install points control and check for correct operation– see page 15.

Open Ticket Box (leave ticket selling doors closed):
•

Place lock and keys in the drawer to the left of the cash drawer

•

In Track Running Log record the date, who is assisting for the day,
locomotives operating, start running time and the weather conditions

•

Cash and tickets:
➢ Get ‘float’ cash out. Check amount matches that shown on the card in
the float container. Enter amount into Track Running Log
➢ Place cash into cash drawer and remember to keep drawer closed
when not handling cash
➢ Tickets will either be in the cash drawer or the drawer on the left –
record first ticket number in Track Running Log for both single and six
trip tickets
➢ Additional ticket supplies are held in the clubhouse. See the President
or Secretary to obtain these.

•

Install crossing warning horn, detector unit and reflector, and install crossing
lights. Turn on power supply and check for correct operation

•

Put “Safety Notice” into slide on the end of the station building

•

Put out the sign “TRAIN RIDES”. It is normally put on the island opposite the
petrol station

•

Open ticket selling doors – secure in open position with channel that has the
ticket sign attached by placing on top of doors. Channel is stored in ticket box
on shelf

•

Run Manager to complete Run Manager’s Check List.

Sliding gate:
•

This is normally left closed to encourage people to use the pedestrian
crossing

•

The padlock key is the special council one on the key ring – keys should be in
the drawer to left of cash drawer.

Chain to street (Marine Parade):
•

This is normally left closed unless vehicle access is required to the steaming
bay or center of the track

•

The padlock key is the special council one on the key ring – keys should be in
the drawer to left of cash drawer.

If locomotive #2970 is to operate:
•

See starting procedure on page 18

•

Take one circuit of track without public passengers to ensure the loco is
performing as expected and that there are no obstacles, etc., blocking the
track.

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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g)

h)

i)

If locomotive Ec8 is to operate:
•

See starting procedure on page 21

•

Take one circuit of track without public passengers to ensure the loco is
performing as expected and that there are no obstacles, etc., blocking the
track.

If locomotive Speedy is to operate:
•

See starting procedure on page 24

•

Take one circuit of track without public passengers to ensure the loco is
performing as expected and that there are no obstacles, etc., blocking the
track.

Visiting vehicles:
•

Prior to the vehicle running:
➢ Record the Vehicle ID in the Track Running Log
➢ Consult the Amusement Device Regulations (ADR) list of registered
vehicles:
o If on the ADR list, no further recording of the vehicle is required
o If not on the ADR list and has not visited the club previously,
complete form HV3 (Vehicle Registration) for each vehicle or
rolling stock item. See page 54 for completion of form.
➢ If the vehicle is steam operated, the vehicle must have a current boiler
certificate. This must be sighted to ensure it is current and the sighting
recorded in the track log
➢ Ensure any coupling and safety chain are adequate. See Appendix 5
Coupling guidelines on page 83 for guidance
➢ The club operating procedures are explained to the vehicle operator.

•
j)

k)

Page 8

The Run Manager must be satisfied that the visiting vehicle is safe to operate.

If steam locomotive operating:
•

If on ground level track, place ashpan in the steaming bay area

•

Turn 12 volt power supply on – unit located on the wall in the ticket box

•

Steaming Bay – unlock pivoting track. Key is on the key ring

•

Raised track – unlock swinging arm and align with appropriate track. Key is on
the key ring. Alignment plates are swung over from the swing arm to locate
on the main track.

Hoses:
•

Hose reels - these are needed in the summer or when there is a high fire
hazard in case of grass or shrubbery fire. Install two hoses reels – one close to
each end of the straight section of the south track. Key to open lid is in the
left drawer in the ticket box

•

Install watering hoses for the steam locos

•

Turn the water valves on behind the door in the ticket box

•

Check that hose taps without hoses are turned off. For handle to operated
hose taps should be in the drawer to left of cash drawer

•

Check that each hose is operational with water – if not, resolve the issue.

Uncontrolled copy
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•
l)

5.2.2
a)

b)

c)

d)

Extra trolleys may be required from the Ec8 loco store in the end of the
clubhouse.

Defects:
•

If any defects are noticed when setting up for running, fill in a defect form for
each of these

•

The form asks for a description of the defect, a possible cause of the defect,
any action taken to correct it and the final state of the defect

•

At the end of the run, place completed forms in the incident register in the
clubhouse.

While Running
Running duties:
•

If three people available:
➢ One certificated person to DRIVE
➢ One on TICKET SALES
➢ One on STATION

•

If less than 3 people available the Run Manager must make a considered
decision if the track is to operate and allocate duties according to passenger
demand

•

If extra people available, these are rostered on as RELIEF.

Remember:
•

Rotate the jobs to prevent boredom

•

Station duties includes helping load the trains, clipping tickets, giving
passengers safety briefing, and generally watching to keep a SAFE
OPERATION. Refer Clause 5.3.3 on page 13

•

Don’t forget the afternoon tea.

First Aid Kit:
•

The first aid cabinet is on the wall adjacent to the sink in the kitchen area of
the clubhouse

•

Record any materials used from the first aid cabinet in the notebook located
in the cabinet.

Accidents, Incidents, Emergencies:
•

See Clause 10.1 Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies on page 44 for the
correct procedures to follow

•

After the event has been handled, record a brief note of the event in the
Track Running Log

•

Before leaving for the day, ensure the appropriate entries have been
recorded in Section 5 of the Registers folder.

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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e)

Hazards and defects:
•

If any hazard or defect is brought to the attention of the Run Manager, Run
Assistants or member of the club, record in the Track Running Log

•

Before leaving for the day, check the Hazard List (form HH1) or the Defect
Report form as appropriate. These are contained in the Registers folder

•

If the hazard or defect has not been recorded, follow the process outlined in
Clause 10.2 Hazards on page 49.

Remember the aim is to have an enjoyable and social time, helping others to
enjoy our trains and facilities.
5.2.3

Closing Down Track

a)

Listed below are the duties for closing down at the end of the day. They can be
performed in any order.

b)

Close Ticket Box:
•

Close ticket selling doors and ensure all four pad bolts are in their closed
position and channel stored in ticket box

•

Cashing up in ticket box:
See Appendix 6 Cashing up on page 85 for full details
1. Remove float of $150.00 from cash
2. Complete Internet Banking and Cash breakdown sheet
3. Complete Track Running Log
4. Complete ANZ Deposit slip
5. Complete ANZ Fast deposit bag
6. File completed Internet Banking and Cash breakdown sheet
7. Take photo of right hand page of the completed “Track Running Log”
showing the days takings and send to the treasurer.

•

Place any unsold tickets in drawer to left of cash drawer

•

Ensure:
➢ Ticket punches are placed in drawer to left of cash drawer
➢ “TRAIN RIDES” sign has been retrieved and placed in ticket box
➢ “Safety Notice” has been retrieved from the station building and
placed in ticket box
➢ Crossing lights – dismount and store in entrance cupboard. Ensure
cable from charging power supply is plugged into crossing light unit
and power supply is switched on at the wall
➢ Horn, track detector and reflector for crossing lights – turn off power,
dismount and put away in ticket box.

c)

If steaming bay has been used, pivoting track is aligned with unloading track and
locked in this position, and steaming bay notice, if it has been installed, is put away
in entrance cupboard under the wash hand basin.

d)

If ashpan has been used:
•

Page 10

Quench ashes with water
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e)

f)

•

Separate fuel from ashes – save fuel (when cold) for future use in the storage
area

•

Dispose of ashes in a safe place that cannot cause a fire

•

Stow ashpan in the storage area.

If raised track has been used:
•

ensure swing arm is in open position

•

padlock end - locking plate is over padlocking peg and padlocked

•

free end – locking plate folded down into track.

If hoses have been used:
•

turn off water valves behind door in ticket box

•

release any pressure in hose and turn off each hose tap. Remove any
tailpiece from tap (clip into end of hose)

•

for key operated hose taps, the key should be in the drawer to left of cash
drawer. After turning off hose tap, return the key to the drawer

•

bring in hose reels and locomotive watering hoses.

g)

If Speedy has been run, fill in the log book.

h)

Run Manager to sign Track Running Log.

i)

12 volt steaming bay power supply is turned off at wall and plug removed from wall
socket.

j)

Switch off the light switch and electricity main switch in the ticket box.

k)

Ensure you have the keys, Run Manager’s Check List and Track Running Log. (Keys
and lock should be found in the drawer to left of cash drawer).

l)

Lock ticket box.

m) Put away locos:
•

For #2790, see page 18

•

For Ec8, see page 21

•

For Speedy, see page 24

n)

Put away any additional trolleys that have been used.

o)

Sliding gate – ensure locked.

p)

Chain to street – after all vehicles have cleared the track area, ensure chain is
locked closed.

q)

Disassemble points control – see page 17.

5.2.4

Closing clubhouse process

a)

Leave Track Running Log and Run Manager’s check sheet on bench opposite kitchen
sink. Ensure Run Manager’s check sheet is signed by Run Manager.

b)

If any defects are noticed while running, fill in a defect form for each of these and
place them with the incident register in the clubhouse. The form asks for a
description of the defect, a possible cause of the defect, any action taken to correct
it and the final state of the defect.

c)

Ensure afternoon tea dishes are washed and stored in cupboard.

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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d)

Turn off jug and/or urn.

e)

Crossing lights – ensure on charge.

f)

Points control power supply – ensure switched off.

g)

Ec8 - If used, ensure:
•

power cord from wall is plugged into the socket in rear drivers compartment
and power turned on at wall

•

indicator lights on charger shows the unit is charging

•

exterior roller shutter door has been lowered

•

ensure door from club room to Ec8 storage area is locked.

h)

Ensure secondary entrance door to club room has locking bars in place.

i)

Hang keys on designated hook.

j)

Banking – take completed ANZ Fast Deposit bag (fully completed) which will include
the money and deposit slip. Bank money promptly.

k)

Turn off all lights.

l)

Lock clubhouse.
The above information has been compiled to help you do the job effectively,
safely, and to have fun. The spinoff is that we make some money for the club in
the process.

5.3

Driving Duties
The following covers information relating to driving duties.
5.3.1
a)

The driver is responsible for the safe operation of his/her consist ensuring that the
passengers have a safe and enjoyable experience.

b)

Ensure:

c)

d)

e)

Page 12

Drivers responsibilities

•

that locomotive is fit for intended purpose

•

couplings and safety chains are correctly installed.

Drive:
•

according to club protocols

•

at speed appropriate to the conditions.

Be aware of:
•

locomotive operation and the following passenger trolleys

•

the behavior of passengers

•

conditions of heightened risk and be prepared to act accordingly.

Refuse rides to any unruly person or stop a train and ask the passenger to alight
and exit our site.
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5.3.2

Safety Briefing to Passengers

a)

Ensure all passengers have received the safety briefing by station staff.

b)

Briefing to passengers should include:

c)

5.3.3
a)

b)

•

Keep feet on the running board and hands somewhere safe - dragging feet
could get caught in points or other objects close to the track

•

Don’t grab at plants - passengers have been pulled off

•

Keep good balance - you could tip the ride trolley off the track

•

Cameras – don’t lean out when taking photo’s

•

Wait until stopped, before getting off

•

Wear old clothes behind a steam engine - steam engines can spit sparks.

If any passenger decides that they shall not accept the briefing terms, they may not
ride and must exit the train.

Drivers Guidelines
Passenger loading and leaving station:
•

Ensure passengers have received their safety briefing and accepted the safety
briefing

•

Ensure passenger tickets have been clipped

•

No member of the public should sit in front of the driver. Friends or family
members may, with the approval of the Run Manager, when not carrying
paying passengers may be seated in front of the driver

•

Obey station staff instructions at all times. Leave the station only when you
get the right of way from the stationmaster (if on duty). Otherwise use your
discretion and give way to through trains

•

Drivers and guards MUST NOT operate a cell phone whilst on a train

•

When leaving the station, give two blasts on horn

•

Travelling over any points or approaching Points Console, keep speed down
to approx. 5 km.

During ride:
•

Drivers make sure you look behind often to check passengers are not leaning
out, trying to grab at vegetation or dragging their feet. This applies to all
trains with no more than two passenger ride on trolleys. Any trains with
three or more passenger ride on trolleys should carry a guard and it is their
duty to provide this passenger supervision

•

Observe the track ahead to ensure no obstruction has been placed on the
track; i.e. sticks, stones and the like. Be ready to stop

•

Take it easy on the curves and points - PARTICULARLY through the FACING
POINTS. We don’t need derailments

•

Points control console – ensure that you push the button on the points
control on every circuit of track – see page 14

•

Maximum speed limit around the track is 10 km per hour, unless otherwise
advised

•

Wave to everyone so they know you are enjoying yourself! Use the horn to
let people know the track is operating

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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•
c)

d)

5.3.4

a)

b)

Page 14

Don’t allow spectators to run round close to the train - Request them to run
well inside the raised track.

Dangerous or emergency situation:
•

When driving and you observe a dangerous situation on another train,
SOUND the horn five short blasts. There is also an airhorn kept in the ticket
box that can also be used to signal a dangerous situation

•

ON HEARING FIVE WARNING BLASTS, ALL TRAINS ARE TO IMMEDIATELY
STOP.

Returning to station:
•

When coming into the station and through points the speed is 5 km/h or less.
The Horn or Whistle should be blown before entering the station to warn the
public you are approaching. Be ready to STOP!

•

Do not park locomotives where they block access to the steaming bay

•

Unattended locomotives must be parked onto sidings, where possible

•

Drivers of unattended steam locomotives must ensure that there is no risk to
anyone whilst their locomotives simmer.

Using Points Control Console

As you approach the points control console:
•

Visually check that the road you wish to take is clear, any other trains have
cleared the points system and a green light is displayed on the control
console

•

If not clear, stop and wait until clear.

If the points control console is displaying a green light it means that the panel is
active and you can select one of the four tracks:
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c)

•

Press the button for the desired track

•

All points for your selected track are set and the red light is displayed.
Caution: it can take at least 5 seconds to complete its change.

When the red light is displayed, the electrical system is locked for at least 18
seconds. This means that should a passenger press a button nothing will occur. By
doing this we believe we have solved the problem of that "naughty" action which
has derailed us from time to time in the past.
Remember:
There is one important point to observe. The driver of each train, on getting a
green light on the control console, MUST press a button each time they pass
the control console to reset the time delay. Failure to do so will leave the
system active for a passenger to press one or other of the buttons and possibly
cause a derailment.

5.4

Points Control Setting Up and Closing Down
5.4.1

Setting Up
Control
console
Green light

Red light

Nuts

Stand

Supply cable
from club
rooms

View of Points Control Console
a)

Install the control console by securing the stand to the base unit in the garden by
the clubhouse. Four nuts are attached to the arm, by cables, and only need to be
loosely tightened by hand. See picture above.
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Nuts to activating rod

Motor unit
2 locking
screws
Cable to No 3
points
Point’s rod

View of No 2 points
b)

c)

d)

Page 16

Install activating rods:
•

The activating rods are to a length to suit each unit

•

The short pair fit No 1 & 3 points, the long one No 2 points – No 1 is closest
to the clubhouse

•

Nuts should only be loosely tightened with fingers

•

You will find it easier to insert the activating rod through the steel tube,
install the points motor and fit activating rod nuts to points motor and
points. See No 2 point’s setup above.

Install points motor unit:
•

This goes flat down and slides sideways under the keepers

•

You may need to use the paint brush stored in the tote box to clear the
keepers of gravel, grass, etc.

Install cables from points control console to points and between points:
•

Finally carefully install the cables, ensuring plugs are correctly aligned and
retaining rings are finger tight. The plugs and sockets are marked to assist
alignment. These have dedicated plugs and will only plug into the correct
sockets. Look at the cables and you will see that they are of three different
size cables:
➢ The heavy cable goes from the control console stand to No l motor
unit. Ensure cable is fed under the track by No 1 points
➢ The medium cable from No 1 to No 2 motor unit
➢ The light cable from No 2 to No 3 motor unit

•

Ensure all cables are clear of track.
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e)

Install supply cable from power supply to points control consoles:
•

Plug in the cable from the side of the control console stand to the power
supply cable from the club rooms

•

Turn on power supply in clubhouse. If green light on control console does not
illuminate, check the power supply unit is turned on at the wall and the
status light is green.
Cable when
not in use

Power supply
unit
Status light when
switched on
Should be green for
points to operate

f)

Test the system.

g)

If any set of points fail to operate reliably:

h)

5.4.2
a)

•

The Run Manager may decide to lock the points in one direction by:
➢ uninstall the points motor including disconnecting the points activation
rod
➢ ensure cables remain connected to the points motor unit
➢ using a plastic wedge (piece of hose found in the tote box) to lock
points.

•

The Run Manager will advise all drivers and run staff of that the points set are
locked in one direction.

You are now ready for running.

Closing Down
Retract activating arms on motor units by pressing:
•

South Loop

•

Main Line

•

North Loop

•

Wait for time out between each selection.

b)

Unplug cable from power supply flying lead, coil up lead and return to hook inside
clubhouse, and turn off power supply.

c)

Unplug cables from control console stand and motor units. Coil up and place in tote
box after motor boxes are stored.

d)

For each points motor unit:
•

Disconnect connecting rod from the motor unit

Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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5.5

•

Unscrew two motor unit locking screws

•

Remove motor unit and put in tote box

•

Disconnect connecting rod from the point’s activating rod and place in tote
box.

e)

Ensure the paint brush used to clear the keepers is in the tote box.

f)

Remove the control console by undoing the four nuts.

g)

Place tote box and control console arm in clubhouse entrance cupboard under the
wash hand basin.

Locomotive #2970 operation

5.5.1

Getting loco out

a)

Open storage tunnel and lock the padlock on the pad bolt hole on the inside of the
first opening door. Key is on the key ring.

b)

Install removable track section and pull loco out of storage tunnel.

c)

Check fuel (1/3 tank is needed for the afternoon). Petrol is unleaded Regular
(without oil).

d)

Lift removable track section, place in tunnel, return container to tunnel and close
tunnel doors.

e)

The HONDA GX160 engine is a four stroke of 163cc displacement set up for
unleaded (and unoiled) petrol. Continuous Rating 3.5HP @ 2500rpm. (5.5HP max.).

Fuel tank
Choke lever
Petrol valve
Pull cord for
emergency starting

View of engine
Page 18
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5.5.2
a)

Starting procedure
Turn petrol on. The petrol valve is the yellow lever inside the front flap on the top
of the bonnet close to the front of the engine - ON is toward the longitudinal center
line of the of the engine (and loco) Anti clockwise looking down on the valve lever
to save confusion.
Horn
Throttle

Gearbox lever
Ignition switch
Speedo

Headlight switch

Choke
Battery switch
Starter button
View of cab controls
b)

Ensure gearbox lever is in neutral position.

c)

Ensure brakes are on (brake is located at the front of the attached ride car).

d)

Pull the choke knob in the cab fully out towards the driver.

e)

Close throttle - pull cab lever towards driver.

f)

Turn on ignition and battery switches.

g)

Push electric start button - clutch tends to drag when cold. If there is trouble in
starting the engine you have probably forgotten to:
•

turn on the petrol

•

pull out the choke fully.

h)

Allow engine to warm up before moving off.

i)

Turn on headlight switch.

j)

When the engine starts to splutter and emit black smoke try pushing the choke
control fully back in (towards front of loco).

k)

Ensure main track is clear and points are set to allow the loco to exit the storage
area.

l)

Select reverse gear, release brake and move off backwards towards the shunting
area to maneuver onto the mainline.

m) After moving onto main line, reset points to main line.
n)

To STOP the engine - switch the IGNITION OFF.

o)

Park loco with brake on.

p)

Emergency starting – pull starter rope on side of engine (see photo on page 18).
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5.5.3

Page 20

Putting loco away

a)

Stop outside storage tunnel.

b)

Ensure gearbox lever is in neutral position.

c)

Turn off petrol valve (clockwise looking down on the valve lever).

d)

Let motor run until it stops.

e)

Ensure headlight, ignition and battery switches are off.

f)

Open tunnel door and install removable track section.

g)

Check fuel and top up tank if required. Petrol is unleaded Regular (without oil).
Replace fuel can in storage tunnel.

h)

Ensure brakes are OFF.

i)

Push loco and carriages into storage.

j)

Lift removable track section and place in tunnel.

k)

Close and lock storage tunnel doors – lock should be found locked on the pad bolt
hole on the inside of the first opening door.

l)

If the fuel can is empty:
•

Fill at petrol station across Marine Parade

•

Petrol is unleaded Regular (without oil)

•

Use cash from ticket sales to pay

•

Record purchase in Track Running Log and include the sale as part of the
day’s reconciliation.
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5.6

Locomotive Ec8 operation

5.6.1

Getting loco out

a)

Key to small door to Ec8 storage area from clubhouse is on the key ring.

b)

Open roller door to end of clubhouse. Secure chain by putting bolt through
retaining bracket and chain.

c)

Lower hinged section of track.

Ammeter
front motor

Ammeter rear
motor
Battery condition
indicator switch

Front cab
light switch

Key operated
master switch

Battery
condition
indicator

Front headlight
switch

Mains power
cord socket
Local – remote
switch
Horn
button

Forward – Reverse
switch
Throttle control (shown
off) move clockwise to
full throttle about “8
o’clock”

LOCO MUST BE
STOPPED BEFORE
OPERATING THIS
SWITCH

View of rear cab controls
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Horn
button

Throttle control
Remote off-on
switch

Air brake switch
& gauge
View of remote controls on driving trolley

Rear battery
charging indicator

Battery charger
Front battery
charging indicator

Batteries
Battery restraining
bar
40 amp main
fuse

Fuse for
accessories

Spares in front
cab

Mains power
cord socket

General view from rear cab

Dummy
controls

Front cab
light bulb

View of front cab showing dummy controls
d)
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Ensure that the battery is fully charged by lifting the rear of the roof and observing
the charging lights on the battery charger at the front of the loco. A solid green light
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indicates correctly charged batteries. In case of doubt consult with the run
manager.
e)

Mains power cord – switch off at wall and unplug cable from inside rear cab. Place
cable on wall hook.

f)

Ensure battery retaining bar is correctly installed.

g)

Turn on key operated master switch located in rear cab.

h)

Pull out loco.

i)

Put roof on loco if it has been removed.

j)

Close roller door.

k)

Select reverse and move off.

l)

Before descending to main track, ensure main track is clear and points are set to
allow the loco to exit the storage area.

m) After moving onto main line, reset points to main line.

5.6.2

Putting loco away

a)

Return loco to the shunting area, left lane, remembering to reset the main line
points to main line.

b)

Open roller door remembering to secure chain by putting bolt through retaining
bracket and chain.

c)

Lift off loco roof and store securely.

d)

Park loco in storage space.

e)

Turn off key operated master switch located in rear cab.

f)

Plug charger cable into socket in rear cab and turn power switch on at wall.

g)

Check on the charger that both battery charging lights are illuminated (charger
located at front of loco).

h)

Raise hinged section of track.

i)

Close roller door by carefully lowering using the chain. Do not let the chain run free.
Secure chain by putting bolt through retaining bracket and chain.

j)

Lock small door from club rooms to Ec8 storage area.
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5.7

Locomotive Speedy operation

THIS SECTION REMAINS IN THE MANUAL BUT SPEEDY AWAITS A MAJOR OVERHAUL
5.7.1

Getting loco out

a)

Ensure Speedy has a current boiler certificate.

b)

Unlock swinging arm, lock padlock to swinging arm and align with tunnel track. Key
is on the key ring. Install pins between swing arm and tunnel track. Three pins are
stored in ticket box.

c)

Open storage tunnel and lock the padlock on the pad bolt hole on the inside of the
first opening door. Key is on the key ring.

d)

Install removable track section and pull Speedy out of storage tunnel.

e)

Prepare Speedy:
•

Speedy uses Char for fuel. This is stored in the area at the back of the ticket
box. Break into small pieces as required with a maximum size of a $2 coin.
Char is the solid material that remains after coal gas and tar have been
driven-out of coal

•

Fill tanks with water
Water tank

Hand pump
lever

Page 24

•

Fit hand pump lever and use hand pump (see photo above for location) to fill
the boiler with water until sight glass is showing three quarters full. Remove
hand pump lever

•

Ensure smokebox door is locked closed and airtight
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f)

g)

•

Ensure grate is installed correctly and ash door closed

•

Ensure reversing lever in mid-gear position and regulator closed

•

Place blower onto funnel and attach wires to 12 volt supply located in the
storage tunnel. Power is supplied from the transformer located in the ticket
box behind the door.

Light fire:
•

Place a piece of kerosene soaked rag in the fire box and light fire

•

Turn on blower

•

Add kerosene soaked kindling

•

As fire takes hold, add slightly larger pieces of wood, then gently add Char

•

When this starts to form bright embers, add more Char until whole grate is
covered and embers are up to firebox door level

•

When steam pressure reaches about 60psi, open the steam blower valve

•

Turn off power to electric blower and remove from funnel

•

When the pressure reaches about 95psi the safety valve will blow off

•

When blower is cool, place in storage tunnel.

While steam is being raised:
•

Check that oil tank in front of smoke box is full. Oil is steam oil stored in a
drum in the area at the back of the ticket box

Smoke box door

Cover

Front showing oil tank cover
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Oil tank with cover removed
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h)

Oil all the following with standard lube oil:
•

connecting rods

•

coupling rods

•

crossheads

•

slide bars

•

wheel bearings

•

valve gear.
Oil slide and pivot

R clip to grate pin

2 oiling point

= oiling point
Oiling points Right Hand side and grate pin position

Oil slide and pivot

Grate pin

= oiling point

Oiling points Left Hand side and grate pin position

Page 26
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Pressure gauge

Whistle

Regulator

Blower valve
Injector
steam valve
Firehole door
Axle pump by
pass valve
Injector
water valve
Sight glass

Reversing
lever

Sight glass blow
down valve

Coal bunker
Cylinder drain cocks

Blow down valve

Drain plug

View of cab controls
i)

Check whistle works OK.

j)

When Speedy is ready:

k)

l)

•

Move Speedy onto swinging arm

•

Align swinging arm with raised track and insert three pins

•

Get out ride-on car from the area at the back of the ticket box or from
storage tunnel and attach to Speedy. Ensure coupling and safety chain are
fitted correctly

•

You are now ready to take test circuit around track without public passengers
to ensure Speedy is performing as expected.

Move off by:
•

opening cylinder drain cocks

•

move the reversing lever to full forward gear

•

gradually open the regulator

•

when only steam is emitted from the cylinder drain valves, close drain valves.
This means all condensed water has been cleared from the cylinders.

KEEP WATER VISIBLE IN SIGHT GLASS AT ALL TIMES.

m) Top up water tanks as required. This is approximately every 6 laps.
n)

If you lose steam pressure (less than 60psi) stop at station, turn on blower, and wait
until pressure comes up again.
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5.7.2

Putting loco away

a)

Run down fire on last few laps.

b)

Disconnect ride on car and return to storage.

c)

With Speedy on swing arm, align with tunnel track and secure with pins.

d)

Push Speedy back on to tunnel track over gap in rails.

e)

Return swinging arm to open position and lock open. Return three pins to the ticket
box.

f)

Place ashpan under gap and drop fire into ashpan.

g)

It is not normally necessary to drain the boiler of water at the end of use as this
boiler is all copper, but if required, drain out water from boiler via blow down
cocks. Slowly at first down to 30psi then fully open for the remainder.

h)

Open smoke box door, clean fire tubes with brush and empty out ash. Be careful
not to dislodge blast pipe.

i)

Wipe Speedy over with an oily rag.

j)

Replace grate when cold enough to handle and close ash door.

k)

Ensure hand pump lever and coal shovel are stored in Speedy’s coal bunker.

l)

When Speedy is very cool, push into tunnel storage and secure with 2 bungees.

m) Lift removable track section and place in storage tunnel.

5.8
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n)

Close and lock storage tunnel doors – lock should be found locked on the pad bolt
hole on the inside of the first opening door.

o)

Ashpan:
•

Quench ashes with water

•

Separate fuel from ashes – save fuel (when cold) for future use in the storage
area

•

Dispose of ashes in a safe place that cannot cause a fire

•

Stow ashpan in the storage area in the ticket box.

Other Vehicle operation
a)

These can be any other vehicles include steam or other fuel powered vehicles
which may be used for passenger haulage.

b)

Steam vehicles shall, in general terms, meet the club requirements for steam
locomotives and in particular have a current boiler certificate.

c)

All visiting vehicles should be visually assessed for safety such as couplings and
safety chains, brake operation and general fitness for purpose to ensure they are
not a risk to the public.
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5.9

Running on the raised track
a)

The raised track has a particular risk associated with the plinth and ends of the
sleepers. To obviate this risk, we have added skirts between our passenger ride on
trolley so passengers can’t make contact with the plinth or rail head.

b)

These skirts must be correctly installed and used at all times when carrying
passengers.

c)

Only one ride on trolley may be used if a skirt can’t be fitted between trolleys.
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6.

Run Manager Duties

Page 30

a)

To ensure the smooth operation of the track operation, a Run Manager is
designated each time the track is operating.

b)

This person has the responsibility for:
•

Safe operation of the track including the vetting of any non-club locos and
rolling stock that are proposed to run

•

Ensuring all members or volunteers follow the club procedures and
guidelines

•

Refusing rides to any unruly person or stop a train and ask passenger to alight
and exit our site

•

Ensuring that only members and visitors holding current driving licences carry
fare paying passengers

•

Completion of the Run Manager’s Check List (see below for reduced copy)

•

Completion of the Track Running Log (see next page)

•

Acting as Emergency Coordinator if the need arises

•

Ensuring that afternoon tea supplies are available (milk, sugar, biscuits)

•

Leaving the clubhouse locked at the end of the day

•

Banking of the track running takings.

c)

Before acting as a Run Manager, the club member must have completed training
and be approved by the committee as a Run Manager.

d)

On approval, the members name will be added to the Run Managers list (form
HM1) in Section 8 of the Registers folder. See page 61 for a reduced copy of form
HM1.
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e)

Run Manager’s Check List – reduced copy:
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Page 32

f)

Track Running Log – reduced copy:

g)

Internet Banking and Cash breakdown sheet– reduced copy:
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h)

i)

Banking Reconciliation:
•

See Appendix 6 on page 85 for full details

•

Remove $150.00 float from cash

•

Complete Internet Banking and Cash breakdown sheet

•

Complete Track Running Log

•

Complete ANZ Deposit slip

•

Complete ANZ Fast deposit bag

•

File completed Internet Banking and Cash breakdown sheet

•

Take photo of right hand page of the completed “Track Running Log” showing
the days takings and send to treasurer.

If a person ceases being a Run Manager, this will be recorded in the committee
minutes and the details in the register updated to show that he or she is no longer a
valid Run Manager.
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7.

Driver Certification
7.1

Introduction
a)

Only licenced drivers may carry fare paying passengers.

b)

All licence testing is to be carried out by a club approved Driving Examiner.

c)

Before being issued a licence, the driver must complete any club training
requirements.

d)

The Hutt Valley Model Engineering Society maintains a realistic stance on licencing
(certification) of drivers:

e)

7.2

Any member, within reason, may learn to drive the club’s diesel or electric
locomotives and obtain a diesel/electric drivers licence

•

A steam driver’s licence is normally obtained after obtaining a diesel/electric
drivers licence and demonstrating competence in operation of a steam
powered vehicle.

Members of the club without driving experience are encouraged to use the
opportunity offered by working on rostered running days to gain experience in train
handling and safe working. When the crowd thins, quite often special trains are run
to allow new members practice at driving and familiarizing themselves with the
very simple controls of the club’s diesel and electric locos.

Test for Diesel/Electric licence
a)

The test covers:
•

The general operation (non steam) of locomotives, track operation and safe
operation practice;

•

Questions about Safe Operating Practice; and

b)

• A practical driving test.
See Drivers Guidelines on page 13 for correct practices relating to our track
operation.

c)

Following the passing of this test:

d)

Page 34

•

•

A licence is issued that entitles you to carry fare paying passengers on either
the club’s #2970 or Ec8 loco’s

•

Presentation of the licence is normally at the monthly club meeting.

Details are recorded on the Certified Drivers list (form HD1) in Section 7 of the
Registers folder. See page 59 for a reduced copy of form HD1.
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7.2.1

Test for Model Steam Locomotive Operators

a)

This section shows some of the questions which may be asked by the Driving
Examiner of the HVMES when orally testing applicants for a steam locomotive
driver's licence. When the oral test is completed, applicants spend a couple of
hours on the formal practical test, which involves removing a cold locomotive from
the storage, all the preparatory work, raising steam, driving to a suitable standard
and then putting the locomotive away properly after its run. See pages 24 to 28 for
the tasks involved in preparing and putting away Speedy.

b)

Practical experience may be gained by running the club's 5" gauge 0-6-0 tank loco
"Speedy" if available or other steam locomotive alongside more experienced
members. By the time you have driven the club loco a few times, and assisted
others on running days, you should have learned enough to pass this test. Most of
the answers are to be found in H.E. White's book, "Maintenance and Management
of Model Steam Locomotives," a copy of which is available from the Club library.

c)

Additional guidance to the safe operation is given in Appendix 2 Steam Locomotive
Management on page 66 and Appendix 3 Learning to Drive a Steam Locomotive on
page 77.

d)

Following the passing of this test, the person’s licence is endorsed for the category
of “Steam”. This category is also added to that person’s entry on the Certified
Drivers list (form HD1).
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7.2.2

Questions

Review Appendix 2 Steam Locomotive Management on page 66 and Appendix 3
Learning to Drive a Steam Locomotive on page 77 for background information for
putting these questions into context.
a)

When taking over a cold locomotive, what is the first essential procedure before
lighting the fire?

b)

While steam is being raised, what duties would you perform?

c)

With a full head of steam and train made up, what is the procedure to put your
train in motion?

d)

With a full head of steam would you:
a.
b.

Move out and pick up passengers? OR
Take a trial run around the track to check train?

e)

If the engine is equipped with a mechanical water pump, how do you know if this is
functioning?

f)

If the engine is equipped with an injector, how do you check if this is functioning?

g)

In the event of both the injector and water pump failing and the water nearly out of
sight in the gauge glass, what would you do?

h)

When is the correct time to fire the loco?

i)

How do you know if the cylinders are receiving oil?

j)

How is the train stopped?

k)

Why is it advisable to notch up the valve gear while the engine is working?

l)

When the engine is stationary why is it necessary to have the blower in operation?

m) What are the main reasons for always using clean boiler feed water?
n)

What is meant by "priming" of a boiler?

o)

In the event of priming, what would you do?

p)

What would you do if the water gauge glass broke?

q)

What would you:
a.
b.
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Deduce if the fire suddenly blew out of the firehole door while the engine
was working?
Do?

r)

What procedure would you follow when taking over an engine in steam from
another driver?

s)

When you have finished using the engine for the day, what is the procedure for
putting it away?
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7.2.3

Answers

a)

Make sure that the water gauge glass is showing approximately 3/4 full.

b)

Check - Regulator shut, reversing lever in mid gear, Cylinder cocks open, brakes on.
Fill water tanks, apply the correct oil to all lubrication points, fill cylinder
lubricator(s), close all auxiliary steam valves.

c)

Move reversing lever into full forward gear, release brakes, give warning (e.g. blow
whistle), gently open the regulator and after a few revolutions of the driving
wheels, close cylinder cocks.

d)

b.

e)

Open by-pass valve and observe discharge from by-pass pipe (though tank filler
openings).

f)

Open injector water valve and observe that water flows from injector overflow.
Open injector steam valve and discharge from overflow should cease.

g)

a.

h)

When the steam pressure is close to or at maximum. Then the fire is "bright" all
over.

i)

By observing an oily deposit round the chimney mouth.

j)

a.

k)

To economize on fuel and water.

l)

To prevent "blowback" through the firehole door and to keep the fire burning.

Check the water level in the tank

Shut regulator

b.

b.

Drop the fire

Apply passenger car brakes

m) To prevent scale forming in boilers and malfunctions in boiler feed equipment.
n)

Water has entered the main steam pipe.

o)

Do:
•

Open cylinder cocks, shut off “boiler feed equipment”, do not open regulator
any further.

•

Muffle the escaping steam and drop the fire.

p)

a.

q)

Check water level in gauge glass, familiarize yourself with the engine controls, check
the fire, then the water in tanks and oil in lubricator(s).

r)

Procedure is:

s)

Blown super heater element

b.

Shut regulator

•

Copper boilers (can be left with water in boiler)
➢ Ensure gauge glass is 3/4 full of water
➢ Drop fire
➢ Clean out grate and ashpan thoroughly.

•

Steel boilers (should not be left with water in boiler).

Procedure:
•

Drop fire

•

Blow down to empty boiler

•

Clean out grate and ashpan thoroughly

•

Shut all steam and water valves (just nipped, not tight)

•

Clean the ash out of the smoke box and clean fire tubes by brushing

•

Wipe down locomotive with oily rag.
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8.

Run Assistants
a)

Any club member or other person who does not hold a driving certificate is very welcome
to assist with track operation. The Run Manager will ensure that they are familiar with the
correct procedures to be followed.

b)

Any club member considering becoming a Run Manager is encouraged to complete the
club training programme. This will then equip them to fully understand the safe
operation of our track.

c)

Duties include:
•

Selling tickets

•

Assistance with passenger loading and unloading

•

Clipping of tickets

•

Assistance in situations of heightened concern such as passenger control, collision
or mishap of any sort

•

Power to refuse rides to any unruly person or stop a train and ask passenger to
alight and exit our site.

Providing assistance helps to ensure that track operations runs smoothly, a great way to
meet people and a fore runner to obtaining a driving certificate.
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9.

Training
Set out below are competencies and behavior required for operation of our railway system.
Activities that impact on safety are highlighted; these activities are very important. Some
members of the operation need a detailed working knowledge of the required behavior, while
other members of the staff need to be able to fill in at a pinch, and should have sufficient
knowledge to step up in an emergency, to the extent that any member can close down the
operation in an emergency.

9.1

9.2

Frequency of training
a)

Training courses will be run as required to ensure all members involved in the
operation of our track have the correct skills to discharge their duties.

b)

All members involved in the track operation are to attend refresher courses when
scheduled.

c)

Refresher courses will be run at a maximum of 2 yearly intervals.

d)

If a member is unable to attend any course, that member will arrange a suitable
alternative time to undertake the training.

Training record
a)

Each person that undertakes training shall complete the sheet below and sign at
the bottom of the form that they have received the training.

b)

The Trainer show sign at the bottom of the form that the Attendee attended the
training AND indicate if they meet the required standard.

c)

Completed forms are to be:
•

Given a unique number – number sourced from form TR1 in the Register
folder

•

Form TR1 to be completed with:
➢ Course
➢ Date of training
➢ Trainers name
➢ Attendees name
➢ If they met the standard required.

•

Filed in page order in the Register folder.
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9.3

Training Register (TR1)
The following is a reduced copy of form TR1 from the Register folder:
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9.4

Training form (TR2)
The following is a copy of form TR2 from the Register folder:

Track Operator Safety Training Course
Competence requirements for operation of our railway system
Trainer:

Run Assistant

Loco Driver

Run Manager

Manual
Clause

Task

General activity

Date:

Safety specific

Attendee:

No.

Decision on run/not run based on weather, staff availability
Open up the Clubhouse by 12.30 pm
Collect keys
Collect run mangers check list
Collect crossing warning lights
Install steaming bay sign as required
Check the track for safety
Walk the entire track to check for hazards, defects, etc.
Install points control
Install points and check for correct operation
Decide if the track is suitable for operation
Prepare the commercial portion of the operation
Complete as possible the Track Running Log
Complete cash float, and ticket recording processes
Prepare the pedestrian/client surroundings
Install crossing warning horn, detector unit and reflector, crossing
lights and test
Put out Train Rides sign
Place Passenger Safety Notice in slot on Station wall
Complete Run Managers Check List
Open ticket office doors
Prepare secondary parts of track as required
Position raised track swing arm
Install Fire Hoses and put out sand bucket
Open sliding gate
Open chain to street
Get out loco's and rolling stock as required
Track Operation Uncontrolled 2022 09 20.docx
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Run Assistant

Loco Driver

Run Manager

General activity

Manual
Clause

Task

Safety specific

HVMES Track Operation

Go through startup procedure as required for each different loco
Get out passenger trolley's as required for the days running
Check that WOF's are current before using
For visiting locos, check that they have current boiler certificates,
WOF's as required, couplings are adequate and that the intended
driver is currently certified. Explain requirements and layout before
the driver proceeds
Note the visiting Loco and driver in the Run Log
Operation of locomotive
Keep a good awareness of mechanical operation of the locomotive
and react accordingly
Keep a good situational awareness of the presence and behavior of
the public in the loading area and react accordingly
Ensure safe loading of trolleys. No passenger should be seated
forward of the driver
Deliver the standard safety briefing to passengers, ensuring that all
have received the message
Indicate to the driver when passengers are loaded, safely seated and
ready
Toot twice and drive
Maintain situational awareness of onlookers and general public
Hold speed below 10 km/hr
Maintain awareness of passenger behavior as far as possible by
monitoring response and behavior of trolley's, and react accordingly
Approach points control at reduced speed (5km/hr), and be aware
that occasionally passengers will also attempt to change point
settings. React accordingly
Pass through turnouts at reduced speed.
Be aware of other station traffic and react accordingly to avoid
collision and impact with pedestrians
In the event of a dangerous situation occurring sound the horn five
short blasts and adjust speed to avoid the situation. On hearing five
short blasts all trains must stop until the situation is cleared.
In the event of a derailment slow to a halt as smoothly as possible.
Advise passengers of the issue, and arrange disembarkation. Return
the rolling stock to rail, using help if required. Hold the event in
memory for incident report. Deal with the incident as appropriate.
Record the details on an incident report
In the event of an injury accident, slow to a halt as smoothly as
possible avoiding as far as possible worsening the injury:
Secure the scene
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Loco Driver

Run Manager

General activity

Manual
Clause

Task

Safety specific
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Assess the injury and triage appropriately
Call for appropriate level of help
Ensure the Run Manger is aware of the situation
Run Manager initiates appropriate action
Driver records full details of the incident (forms HA1 & if serious, also
HA2)

Attendee’s signature:

______________________________________________

Trainer’s signature:

______________________________________________

Attendee met required standard:

Yes / No

Trainer to Circle one
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10. Track Safety
a)

The club prides itself on providing a safe operating environment where all can enjoy the
facilities provided and operate the track in a professional manner. This is achieved by
ensuring that hazards associated with our operations have been minimized, all people
involved in the operation understand safe operating practices and members of the public
are supervised to ensure they follow the club’s guidelines.

b)

Any issues brought to the club’s attention are recorded and regularly reviewed by the
committee which formulates and implements appropriate solutions.

c)

The following outlines the information that is to be recorded. If an event occurs and after
immediate actions required to treat any injured or contain other situations, the Run
Manager must ensure that the event has been:

d)

•

Noted in the Track Running Log; and

•

The appropriate forms have been completed and filed prior to leaving for the day.

The club President will review the Track Running Log from time to time to ensure any event
has been correctly recorded.

10.1

Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies

a)

The Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 applies to our operations. The
requirements of this act must be rigorously observed by our members.

b)

We are also governed by the Amusement Devices Regulations, which require that we
notify Worksafe and the Local Council of significant accidents and incidents.

c)

See Appendix 1 on page 85 for definitions of “Accident”, “Emergency”, “Event” and
“Incident”.

10.1.1 Reporting, Recording and Investigation
a)
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It is important that all accidents, incidents and emergencies in our operations are
investigated so the Club can:
•

Inform Worksafe and the Hutt City Council of significant accidents

•

Identify the real cause of injury and illness, property damage and nearmisses for less significant events; and

•

Identify effective methods of preventing future similar events; and

•

For the purposes of classification, our understanding is that at the present
(early 2022) significant means debilitation for more than forty eight hours,
and Worksafe and the Council must be notified in not less than 48 hours.
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b)

Details of all accidents, incidents and emergencies are to be recorded in the
Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies list in Section 5 of the Registers volume (form
HA1). A reduced copy of form HA1 is shown below:

c)

Where a serious incident or accident has occurred, you must not disturb the event
scene, except to:

d)

•

Save life or limit suffering; and/or

•

Prevent serious damage or loss of property.

For other than a minor injury or incident, form HA2 is to be completed. A reduced
copy of form HA2 is shown below:
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10.1.2 Planning for Incidents and Emergencies
The purpose of an emergency plan is to provide a system for emergencies that may
occur in our track operation.

Page 46

a)

The Emergency Coordinator is the Run Manager.

b)

All members, passengers and visitors will vacate the danger area immediately.

c)

The assembly area in the event of an emergency is in the children’s playground to
the north west of the track.

d)

Provide first aid to any injured person. There are cushions and a blanket available in
the clubhouse.

e)

For emergency services, telephone 111. If no cell phone available on site, go to the
service station across Marine parade and phone from there. There is also a phone
card held in the ticket box.

f)

Isolate, disconnect or contain danger. Extinguish fires if possible.

g)

An accident scene is not to be interfered with unless absolutely necessary to save
life, property, etc. Advise the Club President of all details as soon as possible.

h)

In case of SERIOUS INJURY:
•

Keep calm - so that you can help

•

Advise the Run Manager or ask someone else to do so
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i)

j)

k)

l)

•

Telephone for an ambulance on 111 - clearly describe your location and the
nature of the injury. If no cell phone available on site, go to the service
station across Marine Parade and phone from there

•

DO NOT move the casualty unless the person is in danger of further injury further movement may aggravate the injury

•

Stop any serious bleeding

•

Monitor and maintain: Airways, Breathing, Circulation.

In case of FIRE:
•

If a grass fire resulting from a steam engine sparks, attempt to extinguish
with the hoses that have been provided

•

If other than grass fire, telephone for the fire brigade on 111 - clearly
describe your location and the fire. If no cell phone available on site, go to
the service station across Marine Parade and phone from there

•

Advise the Run Manager or ask someone else to do so

•

Evacuate all members, passengers and visitors to the assembly area in the
children’s playground to the north west of the track.

In case of ELECTRIC SHOCK:
•

Turn the power source off

•

To assist the casualty if the power cannot be turned off, use heavy insulating
gloves, or something made of rubber, dry cloth or wood to free the casualty

•

Start resuscitation immediately if breathing is not evident

•

Telephone for an ambulance on 111 - clearly describe your location and the
nature of the injury. If no cell phone available on site, go to the service
station across Marine Parade and phone from there

•

Leave equipment as is

•

Advise the Run Manager or ask someone else to do so.

In case of EXPLOSION:
•

If small and damage is minimal, ensure no fire can start and report to the Run
Manager

•

For a large explosion:

•

Telephone emergency service on 111 - clearly describe your location and the
nature of the explosion. If no cell phone available on site, go to the service
station across Marine Parade and phone from there

•

Minimize risk of fire

•

Locate and attend to victims

•

Advise the Run Manager or ask someone else to do so.

In case of SERIOUS BURNS:
•

If still burning, roll the victim in a blanket or dampen with a fine low pressure
water spray

•

Cool burn area for about 10 minutes to relieve heat

•

Do not attempt to remove clothing adhering to the burn area

•

Telephone for an ambulance on 111 - clearly describe your location and the
nature of the injury. If no cell phone available on site, go to the service
station across Marine Parade and phone from there
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•

Advise the Run Manager or ask someone else to do so.

m) In case of STRUCTURAL COLLAPSE:

n)

•

Secure the situation by blocking or otherwise supporting the weight to
prevent further injury or death

•

Telephone for emergency services on 111 - clearly describe your location and
the nature of the injury. If no cell phone available on site, go to the service
station across Marine Parade and phone from there

•

Do not attempt to move the victim until medical assistance is available unless
the victim is in grave danger from further crushing

•

Keep the victim calm and comfortable

•

Advise the Run Manager or ask someone else to do so.

In case of EARTHQUAKE:
•

If indoors:
➢ Move only a few steps to a safe place, drop, cover and hold
➢ Do not run or move outside
➢ Stay away from glass windows.

•

If outside:
➢ Immediately bring any train to a stop
➢ Unload any passengers
➢ Instruct passengers to stay clear of buildings and electrical wires.

•

Evacuation is to take place only once tremors have subsided

•

Follow the instructions of the Run Manager.
Remember that if it is a severe earthquake there will be NO Emergency
Services. Treat the injured and organize the survivors.

o)

In case of TSUNAMI:
•

If there is a strong earthquake:
➢ Immediately bring any train to a stop
➢ Unload any passengers
➢ Instruct passengers to move inland to higher ground immediately
➢ Go at least one kilometer inland or 35 meters above normal sea level
➢ Quickly secure engines (remove keys) and lock any buildings.

•

Listen to the radio for information and follow Civil Defence instructions

•

When all clear is given, return to track and resolve what actions needed.

10.1.3 Completed Accident, Incident and Emergency forms
File completed Injury or Incident Reports (form HA2) behind form HA1 in Section 5 of
the Registers folder.
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10.1.4 Reviewing of Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies
The committee will review the Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies recorded in the
register as follows:
a)

New records added since last review:
•

Serious events that have caused or could have potentially caused injury – as
soon as possible after recording and no later than the next committee
meeting

•

Other events - at 3 month intervals as shown on the calendar.

b)

Review any previous recorded events where follow up action has been noted - at 3
month intervals as shown on the calendar.

c)

This strategy is aimed at minimizing the possibility that the same event can occur in
the future.

10.1.5 Emergency Contact Numbers
Service

Contact

Phone

Management

Claude Poulsen

04 568 8507

Ambulance

Wellington Free
Ambulance Service

111

Fire

NZ Fire Service

111

Police

NZ Police

111

Civil Defence

Lower Hutt

0800 488 824

Wellington

04 499 4444

Hutt City Council

04 570 6666

Local Authority
National Poison Centre

(03) 474 7000 or
0800 764 766

10.2

Hazards

The Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 applies to our operations. This requires the
club to have an effective method for systematically identifying, assessing and controlling
hazards.
10.2.1 Identification and assessment
a)

Hazards are any activity, arrangement, circumstance, event, occurrence,
phenomenon, process, situation, or substance (whether arising or caused within or
outside of the club’s operation) that is an actual or potential cause or source of
harm; and includes:
•

A situation where a person's behavior may be an actual or potential cause or
source of harm to the person or another person; and
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•

b)

c)

A situation resulting from physical or mental fatigue, drugs, alcohol,
traumatic shock, or another temporary condition that affects a person's
behavior.

Hazard identification allows the club to manage these hazards by taking all
practicable steps to avoid harm. This is achieved by:
•

Injury Type Analysis - Identifying the hazards that have caused accidents in
the past

•

Other Hazard Analysis - Systematic investigation of tasks or equipment
hazards that may or may not have been recorded in the hazard register.

Hazard identification:
•

Can be carried out at any time

•

d)
e)
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Recorded by any person on the Notification of Hazard (form HH2). See next
page for a reduced copy of form HH2.
Each potential or actual hazard is to be fully recorded to the extent required to
allow the hazard to be fully assessed/investigated.
Hazards can be either:
•

A Significant hazard – a hazard that is an actual or potential cause or source
of serious harm than results in permanent loss of bodily function, or
temporary severe loss of bodily function. (This can include burns requiring
medical help, laceration, crushing, loss of consciousness or amputation of a
body part)
OR

•

Other hazard – any hazard that can cause injury (other than serious harm) or
damage.
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10.2.2 Completed Hazard forms
a)

Completed form HH2 is to be filed in Section 6 of the Registers volume and section
contents updated (Hazard list – form HH1) to show a new page has been added. For
a reduced copy of form HH1, see page 58.

b)

A reduced copy of form HH2 is shown below:

10.2.3 Reviewing of Hazards
a)

The committee will review hazards recorded in the register as follows:
•

New records added since last review:
➢ Serious hazards that cause or can potentially cause injury – as soon as
possible after recording and no later than the next committee meeting
➢ Other hazards - at 3 month intervals in February, May, August and
November.

•

b)
c)

Previous recorded hazards that have not been signed off as completed at a
previous review - at 3 month intervals in February, May, August and
November.
Each hazard record will be assessed and an appropriate strategy decided on. This
strategy is to be recorded on the Notification of Hazard form (form HH2).
This strategy is aimed at achieved at least one of the following:
•

Eliminate the hazard from our operations; or
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•

Isolate the hazard; or

•

Instituting action to minimize the harm from the hazard.

10.2.4 Notification and review of Defects

10.3

Page 52

a)

A defect is an event or state that is likely to limit correct operation of the
infrastructure or rolling stock or other assets of the organization.

b)

A defect is a condition that does not require immediate attention, but is likely to
become a hazard in the near future.

c)

The committee will keep a register of defects, and allocate the task of correcting
these defects at the next committee meeting, and record clearing of the defect on
the defect form DD2.

d)

Completed form DD2 is to be filed in Section 0 of the Registers volume and section
contents updated (Hazard list – form DD1) – see page 59.

e)

A reduced copy of form DD2 is shown below:

Structures
a)

Refer to Appendix 1 on page 85 for the definition of a structure.

b)

Each structure is to be recorded on the Structure Details form (Form HS2). For a
reduced copy of form HS2, see page 57.

c)

Completed form HS2 is to be filed in Section 4 of the Registers volume and section
contents updated (Structures list – form HS1) to show a new page has been added.
For a reduced copy of form HS1, see page 57.
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10.4

Fire Suppression
a)

There are several potential sources of fire, those inside our buildings are the usual
risks, those associated directly with running locomotives on our track or traction
engines on our field are based around light up, and around dropping of embers
from fireboxes. The final risk is associated with refueling of our petrol operated
Shunter, #2970.

b)

To suppress these possible fires, fire extinguishers will be placed in:
•

The clubhouse:
➢ adjacent to main entry door
➢ adjacent to the door to the storage room.

•

The ticket box

•

The refueling point for 2970 at the storage tunnel.

c)

The grass area in the center of the track is protected by two removable fire hoses
mounted to fixed fire mains sited inside the south leg of the raised track at either
end of the long straight.

d)

The selection and placement of the Hand Operated Fire Fighting Equipment
Appliances is governed by NZS4503:2005. See Registers folder for further
information.
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11. Register Keeping
The following sets out the requirements for each register. All forms are held in a single Register
folder that is divided into 15 sections as follows:

11.1

Club owned vehicles and rolling stock
a)

Page 54

Complete form HV3 (Vehicle Registration) for each vehicle or rolling stock item and
file in Section 1 of the Registers folder. A reduced copy of form HV3 is shown
below:
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b)

Update the section contents page (form HV1) in Section 1 of the Registers folder. A
reduced copy of form HV1 is shown below:

c)

When maintenance is carried out on a club owned vehicle or rolling stock, details of
the maintenance done will be recorded on side B of form HV3 showing date, details
of the maintenance and who carried out the work.

d)

If the allocated space to record maintenance has been used, continue on form HV4
(Vehicle Maintenance). Record the vehicle ID at the top of side A and file form HV4
behind the appropriate HV3 in Section 1 of the Registers folder. A reduced copy of
form HV4 is shown below:
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e)

f)

11.2

Page 56

Annual inspection of club owned vehicles and rolling stock:
•

Each vehicle or rolling stock item shall be inspected annually

•

The inspection will be carried out no later than end of March each year

•

The person carrying out the inspection will be appointed by the committee at
a regular committee meeting.

The annual inspection will be recorded in the maintenance section of either form
HV3 or HV4 for that vehicle or rolling stock item.

Other vehicles and rolling stock
a)

Complete form HV3 (Vehicle Registration) for each vehicle or rolling stock item not
included on the ADR list and file in Section 2 of the Registers folder. See page 54 for
a reduced copy of this form.

b)

A copy of the ADR list is held in the ticket box.

c)

Update the section contents page (form HV2) in Section 2 of the Registers folder. A
reduced copy of the form is shown below:

d)

The maintenance section on form HV3 does not need to be completed for non-club
locomotives.
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11.3

11.4

Track Layout plans
a)

Shows the track layout and location of the various structures.

b)

Use the plans to assist with location identification when completing other forms.
Plans are included in the Reference folder.

Structures list
a)

Refer to definitions on page 85 for the items that are to be included.

b)

Use Track Location plan to assist with identification of each structure.

c)

Complete form HS2 (Structure detail) for each structure and file in Section 4 of the
Registers folder. A reduced copy of form is shown below:

d)

Update the section contents page (form HS1) in Section 4 of the Registers folder. A
reduced copy of form is shown below:
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11.5

11.6

11.7
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First Aid Kit use and maintenance
a)

Add an entry for First Aid usage register of any item used. The register records the
date of use, reason for use and who used.

b)

A formal review of the contents will be undertaken by the Committee at least once
a year by the incoming committee.

c)

More frequent reviews will be carried out as indicated in the calendar.

d)

Any outdated or missing items will be restocked as required.

e)

If a user of a first aid item uses the 2nd last item, notify the committee.

Accidents, Incidents and Emergencies list
a)

Add an entry for each accident, incident or emergency on the contents page
(Hazards list - form HA1) in Section 5 of the Registers folder. See page 45 for a
reduced copy of this form.

b)

Use Track Location plan to assist with identification of accident, incident or
emergency location.

c)

File completed Injury or Incident Reports (form HA2) behind form HA1 in Section 6
of the Registers folder. See page 45 for a reduced copy of form HA2.

Hazards list
a)

Complete form HH2 for each identified hazard. See page 51 for a reduced copy of
this form.

b)

Use Track Location plan to assist with identification of hazard location.

c)

Add entry to Section 7 contents page (form HH1) of the Registers folder. A reduced
copy of form HH1 is shown below:
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11.8

Defects list
a)

Complete form DD2 for each identified defect. See page 51 for a reduced copy of
this Defects form.

b)

Use Track Location plan if required to assist with identification of hazard location.

c)

Add entry to Section 8 contents page (form DD1) of the Registers folder. A reduced
copy of form DD1 is shown below:
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11.9

Certified Drivers list
a)

•

Add person’s name to section contents page (form HD1) in Section 7 of the
Registers folder

•

Complete the other details.

b)

A reduced copy of form HD1 is shown below:

c)

If a person gains an additional category of licence:

d)

Page 60

When a person has passed the appropriate category of test:

•

Add that category against the person’s name

•

Add the date the additional category was gained.

If the committee has reviewed a driver’s certification and decides that that person
certificate should be revoked:
•

Draw a line through that person’s details

•

Enter the date in the “Date certificate revoked” column.
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11.10 Run Managers list
a)

After being approved by the committee:
•

Add person’s name to section contents page (form HM1) in Section 8 of the
Registers folder

•

President to sign entry

•

Show date committee approved person being appointed as Run Manager.

b)

A reduced copy of form HM1 is shown below:

c)

If a person ceases to be a Run Manager:
•

Draw a line through that person’s details

•

Enter the date in the “Date ceased being Run Manager” column.
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11.11 Copies of Manuals issued
a)

Copies of manuals distributed electronically do not need to be recorded.

b)

Before issuing a copy of the manual:
•

on the section contents page (form HC1), record the copy number, name of
the person a copy of the manual has been issued to and the date

c)

• on the cover of the manual being issued, add the copy numbers.
A reduced copy of form HC1 is shown below:

d)

When a manual is returned, draw a line through all details on the row.

e)

If the same manual is to be reissued, delete existing copy number and follow above
process.

11.12 Fire suppression, test certificates
See this section of the Register for requirements.

11.13 Boiler certification documents and pressure gauge tests
See this section of the Register for requirements.
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11.14 Boiler design and ownership records
See this section of the Register for requirements.

11.15 Training records
a)

Trainer is to ensure each person trained has completed form TR2. See page 40 for a
reduced copy of this form.

b)

Trainer is to complete form TR1 on the day of the course completion. A reduced
copy of form TR1 is shown below:
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 Definitions Relating to Club Activities
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Accident

An “event” that causes any person to be harmed or in different
circumstances, might have caused any person to be harmed killed or
to suffer serious bodily injury. A serious bodily injury is one which is
likely to incapacitate the person injured for more than 48 hours.
(Regulation 20(1) of the regulations)

ADR

Amusement Devices Regulations 1978

Blast Pipe

The Club’s newsletter/magazine that is distributed to members for
each month except January

Club

Hutt Valley Model Engineering Society Incorporated

Consist

A locomotive or other prime mover and attached passenger, goods or
service vehicle(s)

Defect

A mechanical situation causing a mechanical appliance to behave in a
manner not usually expected, but not necessarily likely to cause an
accident

Driver

Person holding a current Club driver’s licence that entitles them to
drive the category of vehicles specified on the licence

Emergency

A situation that requires immediate action such as serious injury,
electric shock, explosion, burns, earthquake or fire

Event

Happening or occurrence

Hazard

Activity, arrangement, circumstance, event, occurrence,
phenomenon, process, situation, or substance that is an actual or
potential cause or source of harm

Incident

An “event” that has not caused harm or damage but in different
circumstances could have caused harm or damage. Defined in the
regulations as an incident involving capsizing, collapsing or failure of a
load bearing part or safety appliance of an amusement device
(Regulation 21(1) of the regulations)

Member

Person who has applied for membership of the Club and the
committee has approved their application. Having paid their annual
membership fee (where applicable), they are then a financial member

Management

The Club committee appointed at the Club’s annual general meeting

Passenger

Any fare paying member of the public or any other person who the
Club allows to ride on a fare paying journey
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Run Assistant

Any person who assists with the operation of the track

Run Manager

Person responsible for the safe operation of the track

Structure

This is a building, construction supporting raised track or other
construction above ground level including signal gantries, tunnels,
bridges, fencing, seats and the like
Excluded is the actual track and points

Track

All the fixed rails and associated facilities associated with the Club’s
operation of its facilities

Vehicle

Any conveyance no matter what type of fuel it uses or whether it runs
on rails or not

Visitor

Any person who visits the Club whether or not they operate a
locomotive, rolling stock or other vehicle
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Appendix 2 Steam Locomotive Management
This Appendix gives a brief explanation of the major components of a miniature steam locomotive
and their operation. Having this understanding assists with correct driving of a miniature steam
locomotive.
Please note that the pressures that miniature steam locomotives operate at are usually below
100psi.
Basic Principles
It is important that those who have the responsibility of a steam locomotive have a
thorough understanding of the machine in their care. It is a valuable machine, it may not
even belong to them, is easily damaged through ignorance or inattention, and most
importantly, is only safe when handled competently. As with all machines, things go wrong
with steam locos, and it is vital that the Driver knows what action to take to prevent an
accident or cause further damage.
Boilers
On locos of 5” gauge or less, copper boilers are the most common, whereas for 7.25” gauge
and above, steel is more often used.
Copper boilers are expensive in materials - but they can out-live their steel counterparts. A
typical copper boiler has flanged plates with threaded stays, all joints being silver soldered.
Fire tubes are also silver soldered in place.
Steel boilers are cheaper to build, and are (nowadays) usually of welded construction with
profiled plates for economy - only occasionally will a new steel boiler be made with flanged
components. The steel used should always be of boiler quality, and should be stamped with
identification numbers with matching certificates.
All steel pressure vessels (including our locomotive boilers) should be welded by
appropriately certificated welders. This makes boiler certification much easier - as well as
giving the reassurance that the boiler is safe and fit for its purpose.
Plate thickness used in steel model boilers tends to be between 6 and 12mm - depending
on the particular component. This allows for sufficient strength to withstand the pressure,
and very importantly, an allowance for corrosion. Tubes are usually steel and expanded in
to allow for easier renewal (again because of corrosion). Unlike normal steels, boiler steel
has a very low carbon content, which promotes heat conduction - making for a free
steaming boiler.
For comparison, copper sheet used in model locomotive boilers will normally have
thicknesses ranging from 1.6 mm to 4.0 mm depending on the component and boiler size
and working pressure.
In order to protect and extend the life of a steel boiler, it is common to add chemical
treatments to the water (often a measure poured directly into the tender) to inhibit
corrosion, reduce scale formation and promote good steaming characteristics. This may
require the supply water to be analyzed from time to time to ensure the optimum chemical
composition, which will vary from region to region.
Copper boilers do not normally require water treatment, provided clean, good quality feed
water is always used.
The corrosion factor aside, all boilers suffer over time, and this is largely due to differential
expansion. At typical working pressures, the water temperature (and therefore that of the
boiler barrel) will be in the region of 150 degrees Celsius, while fire temperatures will be
around 2000 degrees. This gives a very severe temperature gradient across firebox plates
which may be coping with pressure differences up to 150psi.
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It is understandable that Model Engineering Associations insist on strict inspection and
testing regimes to ensure our boilers remain safe. Copper boilers require inspection and
testing every two years, while steel boilers require the same every year. The tests consists
of a Hydraulic test (cold) which will normally be to 1½ times working pressure, followed by
a Steam test to full working pressure. These inspections and tests are carried out by an
experienced examiner, usually appointed by the Member’s Club.
There are five types of boiler you may come across in model engineering:
•

Locomotive Type

•

Marine

•

Vertical

•

Flash

•

Briggs

Almost all miniature steam locomotives operating on Club and private tracks will have
Locomotive or Briggs type boilers. Traction Engine boilers are generally Locomotive type
while Steam Lorry boilers are usually of the Vertical type. Marine and flash steam boilers
are not normally used in model locomotives.
Detailed information on most of the above types of boilers can be found in Martin Evan’s
book Model Locomotive and Marine Boilers, available from the Club Library.
The locomotive type boiler has a firebox with grate and ashpan beneath, with fire/smoke
tubes carrying the hot gases through the water filled barrel to the smokebox then
exhausting them through the chimney. The firebox is normally double skinned with water
filling the space between the skins.
The firebox grate normally comprises cast or fabricated parallel fire bars or may be a
perforated plate type. The grate is protected from overheating or being melted by the
white-hot fire above, by cold air being drawn up through the grate openings. If ash is
allowed to build up it will clog up the air passage and allow the grate to burn out.
The Briggs boiler is a model engineering variant of the locomotive type. It does not have a
“wet” firebox, but instead has a thick flat plate firebox crown, with the sides, front and
backplate of the firebox being dry with a fire-clay lining. This, in theory at least, is less
efficient than the loco type, as there is significantly less heating surface area, though the
Briggs boiler usually has syphons or 'water walls' fitted to protect the crown from
overheating and to increase the heat transfer surface area.
Safety Valves
The function of the safety valves is to protect the boiler from over-pressurising and
resultant failure. Each boiler has a rated pressure to which it has been tested and certified
and this must not be exceeded.
The safety valve(s) therefore has to vent not only the excess steam the boiler produces
when the engine is running under light load, but must also be capable of releasing all steam
that can be produced by the boiler while the locomotive is stationary but with a full fire on
the grate.
Safety valves that are too small or incorrectly set are not able to do this, and can allow the
pressure to build until catastrophic failure occurs. Therefore, safety valves form part of the
boiler test, and should not be tampered with other than by competent persons.
There are a number of different types of valves in use from Ramsbottom type through to
'Pop' valves, some of which have a tapered seat and others a stainless steel ball. They all
have slightly different characteristics, but all share the ability to vent all steam at a given
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pressure (working pressure) without undue rise (maximum permitted 15% over pressure)
and then to re-seat.
Water Gauge Glasses
The only thing that stops the fire from burning the copper or steel of the firebox and smoke
tubes and causing an explosive failure, is the water above and around them. It is VITAL that
the water level is never allowed to drop to the point where it no longer covers the firebox
crown.
Having “water in the glass” refers to the water level in the gauge glasses. These are glass (or
pyrex) tubes which sit in gunmetal boiler fittings on the backhead (the back face of the
boiler, i.e. the rear of the firebox, which usually has all the controls and instruments
mounted on it). The tubes are held captive by finger tight nuts, top and bottom, with short
sections of rubber or silicon tube for seals. The glass can crack and blow through age, shock,
over-tightening or direct contact with the gunmetal seat (hence the soft rubber seals).
Having a face full of steam from the boiler is most unpleasant, and so many locos are fitted
with gauge glass protectors - toughened glass surrounding the tube - which contains the
worst of the discharge in event of tube failure.
Water gauges on the larger model locos usually have cocks on the top (steam) and bottom
(water) fittings as well as the drain cock, so you can shut a broken glass off. Smaller boiler
gauge glasses usually have only a single drain cock, so a broken glass can only be replaced
when boiler pressure is dropped. To avoid accidents, with three cock gauge glass sets,
whenever you have steam/pressure in the boiler, you should always shut off the cocks and
drain down the glass before removing the protectors for cleaning, etc. It should be noted
that the bottom cock (that opens from the water space) should be shut off first (in an
emergency) followed by the top cock (that opens from the steam space).
Cocks can seize through lack of use, therefore, it is good practice to operate (and check) the
cocks as part of your preparation procedure. That way you know they will work when you
need them to.
Blowdown Valve
To keep the boiler as clean as possible and to minimize priming, it is necessary to
'blowdown', preferably every day of steaming. This involves getting a full glass of water,
starting both injectors, and opening the blowdown valve (which is just above the
Foundation Ring of the firebox) and venting the water out of the boiler at working pressure
to get rid of all the sediment and rust that accumulates in the bottom of the boiler.
There are two nastiness’s with this. One is that the direct venting of the boiler water at high
pressure has to be seen to be believed. It should be done well away from the public (on
shed) with no-one else anywhere near it. The other problem is that the water level in the
glass drops very rapidly - and you have to close the valve before the water disappears out
of the glass. Most blowdown valves point straight down towards the trackbed (which
shoots ballast everywhere), but some locos have a horizontal discharge which could cause
severe injury if it was let off by accident or the valve failed. These should have a safety cap
on the discharge pipe to avoid accidents.
Some locos have a continuous blowdown fitted. This is a valve that opens when the
regulator is opened, and allows a small amount of water to drain out of the boiler until the
regulator is closed. This helps prevent a buildup of salts and solubles that occurs when you
deliver impure water into the boiler and draw off pure steam, leaving the impurities to
concentrate.
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Injectors
The injector is a brilliant device for using steam from the boiler to inject cold water into the
boiler to keep the water level up. Logically it shouldn't work, but it does. By using a series of
very delicate and accurate cones, it exchanges temperature and velocity for pressure. They
normally work from about 40psi up to about 110psi., although high pressure injectors are
available that work to 150psi. Injectors must always be tested before moving off.
Injectors sometimes get a bit of debris in them, which will stop them from working. If this
happens, run the cold water through them for a while (because you've just heated them up
with steam) and then carefully take the cones out and blow them clean. Do not poke or
prod them - the ends of the cone are wafer thin, very easily damaged, and will not work if
you bend them. Injectors will not work if they get too hot, so if it won't pick up, run the
water alone for a couple of minutes to cool it down and then try again.
A fairly common problem - particularly with saddle tank locos - is that the injectors won't
work if the feed water gets warm, as the process relies on a temperature differential.
Therefore, boiler lagging is important, also the ability to drain down your tank easily to refill
with cold water.
Blower
The blower is used to create a draught within the boiler to pull air through the fire whilst
raising steam, or when the loco is stationery with the blast pipe inactive.
The basic blower is a small diameter jet fed by boiler steam via a valve in the cab. The jet is
positioned close to the blast pipe and pointing up the center of the chimney. This entrains
the surrounding air, inducing a draught up the chimney (and therefore through the fire
tubes and fire box) which pulls air through the fire thus feeding it with oxygen and creating
a hot bright fire. A typical jet will have a hole between 0.8mm and 1.5mm diameter.
Occasionally the blower jet becomes blocked with a small piece of carbon, and then needs
pricking out with a piece of wire or similar (multi-jet systems seem slightly more prone to
this). If a blower is working but doesn't seem to be doing its job properly, DON'T enlarge
the hole. It is much more likely that the pipe has been knocked and is not pointing perfectly
to the center of the chimney.
MIG welder tips (holes of 0.6, 0.8. or 1.0mm) can be used for the blower jets - these are
made from copper, and will unscrew for cleaning/replacement.
Regulator
On many model locos, the regulator is a smaller version of its full size counterpart - often a
slide valve in the steam dome, operated by an internal linkage. The valve is held onto the
face by a light spring and by positive steam pressure. The problem occurs when a bit of grit
gets underneath the valve, preventing it from seating, or when it wears to a poor surface,
or when the operating linkage gets badly worn. In any of these cases, the result is the
regulator 'blowing by' - when steam gets through even though the regulator is in the closed
position. The cure is to remove the steam dome, and clean/reface the valve.
The regulator valve itself is un-lubricated in miniature locos, and in consequence is
susceptible to wear. The modern solution is to use a ball valve, which is available in a
variety of sizes (1/2" BSP is good for a regulator) and provides a smooth, reliable and cheap
regulator straight off the shelf. You must ensure that any valve you use is rated for steam these have red or purple handles normally, and not a gas valve (which has a yellow handle).
Different valves will cope differently with pressure and temperature etc.
Blast Pipe
The blast pipe is located in the smokebox, and is the nozzle through which the exhaust
steam escapes to the chimney. It is a critical item, as the correct size and position of the
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pipe dictates the 'draughting' - how well the boiler generates steam. It is positioned at a
fixed point directly beneath the center of the chimney or petticoat pipe (often giving a onein-three angle to the chimney base) with a hole sized to give a slight constriction (and
therefore back-pressure) to the escaping steam. This increases the velocity of the steam,
which then entrains the surrounding air (just like the blower) creating a vacuum and pulling
air through the fire again! An exhaust beat that sounds very sharp, may well be entraining
so much air that it starts to pull the fire out through the chimney, whereas a very soft beat
may not be creating much of a draught at all. The smaller the blast pipe nozzle, the sharper
the beat, and the larger the nozzle, the softer the beat.
Incidentally, if the smokebox door doesn't seal properly, or there is an unfilled gap around
the base of the blast pipe, neither the blower nor the blast pipe will be able to create
sufficient vacuum for the loco to steam properly. Chimney aside, the smokebox should be
air-tight.
A problem that has occasionally come to light is that the build-up of oil and soot on the
inside of the chimney (a good sign as it demonstrates adequate lubrication) can reduce the
internal diameter beyond the critical point to which the loco will not steam. This is easily
cured by reaming the soot off the inside using a piece of pipe or similar, but the blast pipe
should be plugged or covered to prevent rubbish from falling in and getting sucked back
through the cylinders.
Cylinder Valves
The steam flowing through the regulator passes down the main steam pipe or pipes, and
then into the valve chests. The movement of the valve (defined by the valve gear) then
allows steam into one side of the piston, whilst allowing the spent steam to exhaust out of
the opposite end, and then into the blast pipe. As the piston in the cylinder moves, rotating
the wheels, the valve then alters its position to control the amount and timing of steam
allowed to the cylinder, finally to reverse its position allowing the piston to return in the
opposite direction (thus completing one rotation of the wheel).
There are two common types of valves in our model locomotives - slide valves, and piston
valves (both inside and outside emission).
Slide valves are simpler and are more typical of industrial and narrow gauge locos. The
valves themselves are usually gunmetal, slide upon the flat valve face, exposing and
covering steam ports within the face, and are held tightly against the face by positive steam
pressure. When you are driving a loco with outside cylinders and inside valves (so the
valves are vertical and not horizontal) there is a 'clunk' when you open the regulator, as the
valve is forced against the face. When you close the regulator, it will fall away from the
face. Valve travel is adjusted by nuts either side, threaded onto the stainless steel valve
spindle, and set to give equal travel across the ports when moved through the valve gear
cycle.
A Piston valve is made up from two pistons on one spindle travelling in unison, which pass
over steam ports machined into the piston bore. The valve pistons are machined or ground
to close tolerances, and are fitted with rings (often of the Clupit type) to ensure steam
tightness.
Both forms of valve rely on adequate and reliable lubrication.
Cylinders
Most cylinders in the larger model locomotive sizes are cast in a grey iron, which is perfectly
adequate in performance, although the crust on an iron casting is very hard and has to be
machined off requiring tungsten carbide tools. On full size locos the bores are often fitted
with separate liners which are shrunk in. In our size you would probably only use liners to
restore a worn bore back to specification.
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Cylinder covers are bolted on at both ends (the piston rod end also carries the slide bars)
and these are also castings. It is these covers that are most prone to breaking in the event
of a 'carry over'; i.e. when a large slug of water gets carried into the steam pipe and fed to
the cylinders. Since water is not compressible, this then tends to break out the casting as
the piston travels forwards or backwards (expensive and embarrassing). Some locos have
pressure relieve valves, which will vent the water out the front cover when it reaches a high
pressure (like a safety valve), but before it damages the piston or cylinder.
In most instances, piston rings tend to be of the Clupit type (like car piston rings) although
in smaller scales graphite packing or PTFE is often used. Again the importance of lubrication
cannot be overstated. Particularly in the smaller scales, cylinders and covers are usually cast
in gunmetal. This material machines well, has good wear characteristics and doesn't rust!
Drain Cocks
Drain cocks are fitted on the underside of the cylinders, front and back, and are controlled
from the cab, either via a lever and linkage, or may be steam operated. These cocks open
the cylinders to atmosphere to allow the condensed steam in the cylinders that have
cooled whilst stationery, to drain out, thereby preventing damage through waters' noncompressibility.
Cylinder drain cocks can get blocked by bits of boiler scale, and may need pricking out with
wire, or even removal and dismantling to clean. On a two-cylinder loco, with the draincocks
open, you should get four jets of steam/water per revolution of the wheels - if you don't,
the chances are that one or more is blocked, and while it is blocked, it is not protecting the
cylinder.
Snifting Valves
When your loco is drifting with the steam shut off, the pistons can suck air back down the
blast pipe into the cylinders. This is undesirable, as it may also suck ash and other debris in which will damage valve seats and cylinder bores. Therefore, some locos with piston valves
are fitted with snifting or vacuum relief valves, allowing uncontaminated air to be sucked
in, in preference to 'dirty' air drawn in via the blast pipe.
Inspection
Before “lighting up” a steam locomotive, a basic safety inspection should be undertaken.
The most important aspect of this is the boiler. Since the boiler contains water and steam at
pressures over 100psi, failure of the vessel must not be allowed to become even a remote
possibility. To this end, you should take a torch (having ensured that there is water in the
glass) and make a visual inspection of the smokebox tube plate and the inner firebox,
particularly all stays, tubes and fusible plugs. If any dampness or beading is found, the fire
should not be lit until the boiler has been checked by a competent person. If in doubt, play
safe and do not light up.
Boiler fittings should operate properly, especially shut-off cocks on gauge glasses, as a glass
blowing can be exceedingly unpleasant and needs to be stopped quickly.
Wheels should also be checked to ensure that flanges are not unduly worn or chipped, that
wheels are not loose on axles (the paint cracks around the axle in this instance) and that
spokes are not cracked. All pins, bolts and oil pots should be present and correct
(particularly look at the brake gear which is often over-looked), and an eye kept out for any
signs of rubbing or wear on the motion, wheels or frames.
Lubrication
By definition, all moving parts are susceptible to wear and tear through friction, and
therefore all moving parts must either be made to withstand wear as much as possible, or
must be protected by means of lubrication according to bearing type and situation.
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On a steam locomotive of any size, there are three general types of lubrication:
•

Grease - normally applied via grease nipples, and generally used on plain bearings
like brake cross shafts, bogie or pony truck pivots etc., but on some locos also used
on main axle bearings, and even valve gear motion.

•

Lubricating Oil - with a viscosity similar to that of car engine oil. This is used in the
majority of areas, particularly valve gear motion and axle bearings, and is usually
applied through oiling holes leading to the bearing surfaces, or via oil boxes (or pots)
flowing through small-bore copper pipe to the bearing.

•

Steam Oil - a very thick oil which flows very slowly (when cold) is used whenever
exposure to the higher temperature of steam spaces is required. At steam
temperatures other oils (like lubricating oil) get so thin and runny that they run out of
the bearing very quickly, thus rendering it unprotected and causing the bearing to
overheat, 'pick up' or wear, whereas steam oil retains a useful viscosity at these
temperatures. More importantly, steam oil emulsifies (with the steam) so that as it
passes through the valves and cylinders, it still lubricates, without leaving any
deposits to carbonize. In short, steam oil has unique properties which mean it is the
only oil you can use for lubricating steam cylinders.
Steam oil is fed to the valve chests and cylinders by one of three methods:
➢ Mechanical Lubricator (usually mounted on the running plate). Consists of a
reservoir holding steam oil with (normally) a single or double cylinder pump
immersed, which is driven via a ratchet and pawl or clutch from the valve gear
motion. It is usually possible to vary the delivery of these pumps by using
different holes on the operating lever. The ideal adjustment should deliver
enough to leave a light film of oil on the inside of the chimney after use.
Obviously it is much better to deliver too much oil than too little.
➢ The pump feeds through a one-way valve on the bottom of the pump into the
oil pipe, and then through a final one-way valve into the valve chest or into the
main steam pipe just before the valve chest. The pipe should not be routed
through the smokebox, as this can lead to the oil over-heating and carbonising
within the pipe, thus stopping the oil flow.
➢ The oil used for topping up the reservoir must be clean - and to this end there
is often a mesh in the top of the lubricator to filter out unwanted and
damaging particles.
➢ It is always good practice to wind the mechanical lubricator 30 or 40 turns by
hand prior to use, which should ensure that the valves and cylinders are
lubricated from the first movement.
➢ Boxes or Pots - usually on motion, valve and piston rod glands.
➢ Displacement Lubricator. Often used as the primary oil source on smaller locos,
it is more commonly used for steam brakes in 7.25" and above. Consists of a
sealed (and pressurised) vessel containing oil, with a very fine steam pipe
(often with an adjusting screw) leading into the top half of the pot. The
principle is that a small quantity of steam is allowed into the lubricator, which
then condenses into water. The water then sinks to the bottom (being denser
than oil) thus displacing a small quantity of oil that then passes down the
steam pipe into the cylinder.
The lubricator will usually need refilling during the day, and great care must be
taken to close off the steam supply and relieve the pressure before unscrewing
the top as steam heated oil sprayed over you will burn very badly indeed.
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You should open the drain tap on the bottom before unscrewing the top,
unscrew the top at which point the collected water will run out, close the drain
tap and then refill with steam oil before replacing the top securely.
Bearings
Steam locomotives use a variety of bearings, and the engineman needs to recognize the
different types and know what sort of lubrication (and frequency of lubrication) they will
need. It goes without saying that bearings and water do not mix - water is a very poor
lubricant! Any contamination should be removed, and the bearing then re-lubricated or
grease packed.
•

Roller Bearings/Ball Races
On a loco built for commercial, day in - day out use, you will often find grease nipples
on almost everything, with the intention that the bearing gets a shot of grease just at
the beginning of the day’s work instead of being oiled every hour. With this minimum
maintenance in mind, commercially made roller bearing and needle bearings are
used wherever possible - particularly in high wear areas like coupling and con rods.
One drawback with building scale loco parts with commercial bearings is that they
are over scale, making them difficult to use in all the places that one would wish
without spoiling the proportions on the rod or whatever. When you feel round the
motion, you should feel no play or movement in these bearings, and any movement
found should be investigated.
Another drawback in practice is that grease points that only need greasing
occasionally run the risk of them not being greased at all - particularly when we have
different drivers every day. If in doubt, GREASE IT - at any rate there should always
be visible signs of fresh grease on the bearing or joint. Loose or blocked grease
nipples should be tightened or replaced to ensure that damage does not occur due to
drying out.

•

Bushed Bearings
The most common solution is bushes of Gunmetal or Phosphor Bronze. Although
sometimes referred to as ‘brasses’, brass is not suitable for bearings, and will wear
out very quickly. When fitted, bushes should be an easy sliding fit, with no discernible
sideways movement. Thus, any side play felt is wear either in the bush, or the pin, or
quite commonly, both. Of course there must be a clear drilled oilway through the
bearing to allow the bearing surface to be oiled.
Very occasionally, you may find that the bush has rotated, thus blocking the oilway.
Bushes are sometimes pinned to prevent this from happening.
These bearings should be lubricated approximately hourly throughout the day.

•

Sintered or Oil-Lite Bearings
Very similar to the above bearings, the material itself is slightly different - instead of
being 'solid' gunmetal, these are formed out of little spheres partially fused together.
The function of this is to retain oil in the gaps - thus lubricating for longer. If for any
reason these get hot, they tend to leech out their oil, and will need plenty of
lubrication afterwards to replace it. These bearings should be lubricated
approximately hourly throughout the day.

•

White Metal Bearings
White metal bearings are conventionally used for axle bearings and cross heads on
full size locos, as well as the major rods. The bearing assemblies themselves are
usually gunmetal, with a white metal inner cast in to form the actual bearing surface,
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which is then machined to give the required fit to the pin or axle. The principle works
well until it runs out of oil, at which time it over-heats, picks up, and melts. A 'Hot
Box' refers to an axle bearing with has overheated (it will become too hot to touch)
and you will find that the axle and wheel center is substantially warmer than the
others. The bearing will need removing and re-metalling.
When oiling round, it is good practice to feel the wheel centers for heat to ensure the
bearings are ok.
Lighting Up
After the initial inspection, there are five checks you should make with any loco before
putting a fire in:
•

Handbrake on

•

Draincocks open

•

Regulator closed

•

Water in the glass

•

Visual inspection of firebox and smokebox tubeplate.

Additionally, check that the smokebox door is properly shut and sealing, and that the
ashpan is clear.
When you are sure that the loco is fit to be steamed, place a good layer of paraffin soaked
wood in the firebox, together with a ring of coal around the edges. Never even think of
soaking the wood in petrol! Always use either paraffin or diesel. Put the mechanical blower
on to the chimney, turn it on, and put a lighted rag into the firebox, shutting the door. If the
draught induced by the blower is too fierce, it will put the fire out when first lighting up on
wood. Wait till it is well established before turning the blower up. The fire will consume
quite a lot of timber at this point, and needs to be fed until it is hot enough to take coal. Do
not rush the boiler in this process, as changing temperature too quickly puts unnecessary
stress onto the firebox and tubes that can expand faster than the barrel.
If the loco has a manifold shut off valve, ensure it is open, together with any valves to the
pressure gauge.
Assuming that you have all other valves on the boiler closed (including the loco’s own
blower) you will start to make steam in 15 - 25 minutes, during which time you can take the
opportunity to oil up the loco.
When pressure reaches around 40psi, turn on the loco blower and remove the mechanical
blower, as the loco should now be well able to look after itself. Steam pressure will now
keep climbing (assuming you are looking after the fire) allowing you to test both injectors at
around 50psi. If an injector fails, it should be rectified before the loco goes into traffic.
Standard injectors have an operating range of between 50 and 100psi (although good ones
will perform better than this), but some locos (the Bagnall and 'Britannia') run at higher
pressures and so their injectors work between 75 - 150psi.
In short, to be safe, all the equipment on the loco should be working properly, and be
checked before going into service. If something doesn't work, or doesn't work properly, the
loco should only be used if a competent person judges that it is safe to do so. We have
other locomotives to pull passengers if there is a problem, so the inconvenience is small.
Driving
Assuming the locomotive is fully prepared, and you have checked water levels, fire, etc.,
you may get ready to pull away. You must first check you have been given the 'Right Away'
before taking the brakes off. Always check behind you to make sure your train is ready.
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In Full Gear with the draincocks open (until the cylinders are warmed through) open the
regulator gently until the loco starts to move off, being ready to close it quickly if it starts
slipping. Locos with superheat are deceptive, as the steam carries on heating and
expanding post regulator - so even after you close the regulator the loco will drive away for
a short while before using the steam already in the passages - therefore even more caution
is required when pulling away.
When you have picked the train up, you can then continue to open the regulator to pick up
speed, notching up the reverser as appropriate. 'Notching up' cuts off the steam to the
cylinders earlier and earlier in the piston travel - the advantage being that you use less
steam (because the steam that is allowed into the cylinders is able to expand as the
pressure drops), and the loco is able to run smoother and faster. Less power is transmitted
to the wheels when notched up (just like a high gear in a car) and therefore when pulling
onto a gradient you may need to put the loco back into full gear to get the train up!
When driving, you must always bear in mind that you may need to stop quickly, and
therefore you must remember that although a light engine can come to a halt rapidly, a
loaded train may simply push the loco a long distance - particularly whilst going down a
gradient or when the rails are wet.
In the same way that the cylinders start off cold and require warming up before they work
normally, the steam brake cylinder is also not very efficient when cold, and may need
‘feathering’ to warm it before hurtling into the station.
When coasting or 'drifting' it is good practice to have the regulator open a crack to let a
wisp of steam into the cylinder at each stroke. This prevents a vacuum forming in the
cylinders (see snifting valves) and debris/cold air being drawn down the blast pipe.
When coming to a station, always leave plenty of room or come in slowly as you are bound
to misjudge it occasionally, and running into the back of another train or the buffers is as
unacceptable in 7.25” gauge as it is on the full size.
NEVER LEAVE A STEAM ENGINE UNATTENDED. If you need to go to breakfast, or go to the
loo, ask someone (appropriate) to supervise it. Never walk away and leave a loco to look
after itself.
Priming
Priming is the phenomenon that takes place when water is 'carried over' from the boiler
into the cylinders. The first indication that the Driver gets is when the exhaust beat of the
engine softens and it starts to rain! Apart from the drop in power when this happens, water
can cause serious damage to an engine and must be avoided.
At the first sign, the drivers should open the draincocks and close the regulator till the
normal, harder exhaust beat returns.
Priming is caused by a number of factors:
•

Impurities in the water - often seen as dirty water, scum or foam in the glass. Regular
blowing down, boiler washouts and water treatment will help prevent this

•

Having the water level too high in the boiler

•

Opening the regulator too much too quickly

•

Opening the regulator whilst the safety valves are 'blowing off.

The last three causes are because there is insufficient 'steam space' (and therefore too
great a pressure drop) to allow conversion from water to steam at a sufficiently fast rate leading to ‘unconverted' water passing through the regulator. You are letting out steam
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faster than the water can turn into steam to replace it. This is very similar to pouring CocaCola too quickly - it all froths up, whereas if you pour it a little slower, it remains calm.
Disposal
At the end of the day comes the task of disposing. On a full size loco it is a hard, dirty and
tedious finish to the shift. Many of the jobs are identical on 7.25”, but made much quicker
and more bearable by the smaller size.
First, the boiler should be topped up with water - either to the top nut (if it is being
steamed the next day for instance), or 'hydrauliced' - filling until the injector drops off by
itself (this helps prevent corrosion, and also allows for leakage).
If the fire is being shovelled out at all, this should be done. It is good practice to leave some
fire in so that the boiler cools down more slowly, thereby reducing the stresses involved. At
least, the fire should be raked through, which will drop a fair amount down into the ashpan.
The ashpan itself is next, and that should be completely cleared, remembering to damp
down the hot ashes if there is any risk of fire. The dampers must then be closed so as to
discourage any cooling airflow through the boiler. Again, the idea is to allow the boiler to
cool down as slowly as possible.
With the blower cracked on (so as not to get covered), the smokebox should be shovelled
and brushed clean. The combination of water and ash create a strong acid, which will badly
corrode the steel of the smokebox if left.
On a full size loco, trimmings are removed from syphon oil boxes (so as not to waste oil
lubricating a static engine), and a lid is put over the chimney (again to discourage air-flow
through the boiler). The engine should then be left with dampers and firehole door closed,
with the gauge glasses shut off and drained down, and with the steam manifold and blower
shut off. Similarly, the draincocks must be left open, the loco in mid gear, the handbrake
applied, and the footplate swept down.
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Appendix 3 Learning to Drive a Steam Locomotive
Acknowledgement to Model Engineer 1 November 1962
This section gives an overview on how to operate a miniature steam locomotive. All dimensions
have been updated from imperial in the original documentation to metric, in July 2009.

"In no other pastime have so many things to be so closely watched"
H. GASTON CALDWELL guides the novice step-by-step on the steam track
The following has been adapted from an article published in MODEL ENGINEER, 1 November 1962

BEFORE being run on the track a cold locomotive must be carefully prepared. Are the firebox,
ashpan and smokebox clean? Have the tubes been swept? Is the smokebox door airtight? You
should pay particular attention to the superheater flues to make sure that they are not choked
with cinders.
The tender should be connected to the engine. All pipes must be connected, the tender hand
pump, the hose connections for mechanical feed pumps suction, the injector suction feed and bypass back to the tender.
Make the tender coupling to the engine secure. Then fill the tender with clean water and fill or
top up the boiler with the tender hand pump to half-glass.
The mechanical lubricator on the locomotive should be filled with proper superheater grade
steam cylinder oil. Anthracite, Char or a mixture of household coal and any of these, should be
broken to 25mm pieces, and all dust riddled or sieved out. Sticks for lighting up from 75 mm to
125 mm long x l0 mm square according to the size of the firebox, can be soaked in paraffin oil or
kerosene and left in a convenient tin can. Charcoal similarly soaked can be used if you wish.
Unfortunately there is no natural draught in a small locomotive boiler but a draught can be
induced by blowing air into the boiler through the by-pass valve connection between the tender
and engine. Make sure that the valve is open and use the blower valve on the backhead of the
boiler to operate the blower in the smoke box. A bicycle pump or car pump can be employed.
Another way is to place an electric extractor unit on the chimney to extract the smoke, or to use
an auxiliary steam blower also placed on top of the chimney.
When the draught has been created and all the valves on the boiler have been closed except for
the blower valve, pieces of paper and the wood previously soaked in kerosene are placed in the
firebox. Enough is added to cover the grate area. The paper is lit and the ashpan damper or door
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should be opened and the firedoor closed. The draught should operate continuously and wood or
charcoal added from time to time. Take care not to overfill the firebox. A bright fire is the best.
Now is the time to take the oilcan to the axle boxes on the engine and tender, the mechanical
water feed pumps, and the eccentrics, coupling rods, connecting rods, slide-bars and link motion.
A little oil carefully placed is better than a flood: you do not want to oil the track and reduce
adhesion for the others.
By this time, some life may be apparent in the boiler. Steam will be produced. The water in the
gauge glass will pop slightly up and down, and the pressure gauge may show a little pressure.
Keep firing with wood and do not be tempted to add coal.
When the blower shows some life, the pressure is about 20psi. The blower may be used to bring
pressure up, and when 50psi is showing on the gauge the auxiliary blower may be discarded.
The coal should be put on a little at a time, until the grate is covered with burning fuel. More
sticks may be added, with the coal to help the process.
Patience is needed. Do not be tempted to drive off until the fire is substantial and burning well.
Attend to the water level and carefully bring it to within 3 mm of the top of the glass. Keep
building the fire up to the best level found by experience.
The general rule for building a fire in a narrow firebox with a sloping grate is to keep the fire
thickest near the door and tapering off towards the tube plate - the minimum it should be, say, 25
mm to 32 mm at one end, and 10 mm at the other.
Rake the fire by entering the rake in the fire bed at the tube plate end and drawing it back along
the grate to the fire-door end and out. This will clean the bars and, if you are lucky, bring out any
clinker and preserve the shape of the fire.
Do not pile the fire against the tube plate; it will obstruct the tubes and fill them with cinders. All
fresh coal is placed near the door for heating and ignition and is then spread carefully over the fire
bed.
With a wide firebox and a level grate, spread the fire at an even thickness over the grate, adding
fresh coal near the door for heating and ignition before spreading it over the: fire. Keep the fire
clean and bright, and make sure that air can pass freely through without leaving holes or bare
patches.

The boiler should now be at blowing-off point. Check the water level again and set the blower to a
gentle blast.
As the cylinders need heating, put the valve gear full forward, open the drain cocks on the
cylinders, and slightly open the throttle with the brakes on. Water will issue from one drain cock
on each cylinder according to the position of the motion of the engine. After a period, steam will
come out, showing that condensation is now ceasing and the cylinders are becoming hot. The
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valve lever can be put in reverse. Water will run out from the other drains, repeating the process.
As this takes quite a lot of steam, watch your fire and boiler water level.
The engine is now ready for a warming-up run. Put the valve lever in full forward gear, open the
throttle a little more, and release the brakes. The engine will move forward sluggishly, expelling
the remaining condensate from the cylinder drains.
When nothing but steam comes out, the drains are shut and the engine goes faster. The throttle
can be set to give a comfortable speed. See that the by-pass valve is open and that water is
coming from the return pipe in the tender water-tank. Carefully watch the boiler pressure. It
should rise with the extra blast, and if it is near the blowing-off point put fresh coal on the fire to
cool it down.

When the pressure rises again, admit water to the boiler by closing the by-pass valve, which stops
it from going into the tender and forces it into the boiler. Carefully watch the water and pressure
gauges. If the water level is becoming too high or the pressure too low, open the by-pass valve
and attend to the fire. The blower may need a little extra steam.
With the cylinders warm enough, the engine may be notched up, which means moving the
reversing lever from full forward back nearer the central position, as far as the engine will allow
before going off-beat or kicking back. This uses the steam expansively and economically.
The fire will again need attention and the water level should be kept as high as possible. It may be
that the engine will blow off in these conditions, so the draught through the fire will need to be
reduced. Slightly open the firedoor, or close the ashpan dampers, or solidify the fire by tamping it
down.
You will find that a certain size of fire with a certain throttle and valve gear setting will allow the
engine to run mile after mile without change or blowing off, and merely by adding small amounts
of coal at regular intervals. Indeed, the water pump by-pass valve can be set to feed the exact
amount of water to the boiler to balance the steam output. All the while, keep an eye on the
track.
Oil may be appearing at the lip of the chimney; this is normal and shows that the cylinders are
being lubricated. If the chimney seems dry, investigate. At all times be sure that the boiler water
level is in full sight in the glass, preferably near the top, and that the fire is clean and lively. See
that there is water in the tender and see any obstruction on the line before you hit it.
Delay in loading and unloading passengers can make boiler conditions difficult. If the engine runs
with the blower valve closed, the valve will need to be opened when the throttle is shut or the fire
will die almost at once. The driver may find himself with a new load of passengers, little water in
the boiler and a fire half-dead. There is no excuse for this.
Then there is the onlooker who opens a long conversation with you while the fire fills with ash.
The stuff is not shaken down through the bars with the motion of the engine, and when at last
you drive off, the fire is so choked that the heat is negligible.
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When you are not running, concentrate on the engine and shake up the fire now and again to
keep it clean. Raking the fire on the run deposits the ash behind the engine on the track and
keeps the motion clean. Never rake the fire when the engine is in reverse. Do not use a fierce
blast on the blower when the superheaters are empty of steam, that is, when the throttle is
closed, as the superheater can be overheated and damaged. Always work with as little blast as
possible. Cinders will then not be so prone to lift and choke the tubes.
Overfilling the boiler causes water to pass into the cylinders spoiling the bores, packings and
lubrication. It is pitiful to see an engine with water spouting from the chimney; with a piston-valve
engine this can be mechanically disastrous.
An injector is one of the best boiler-feeding devices that can be used at any time when the engine
is in steam. To operate it, fully turn on the water from the tender and see the water come from
the injector overflow pipe. Then turn the steam on fully and the water will decrease greatly in
volume. Finally close the water valve until the water at the overflow just ceases. If steam appears,
begin all over again until you find the best settings. The injector has the least effect on boiler
pressure; it feeds hot water - a mixture of cold water and steam, into the boiler.
By this time you should be enjoying yourself. But is there enough oil in the mechanical lubricator
and is the motion needing more? Stop and see. Make it a rule to have a regular interval for oiling,
coaling and watering.
Do not attempt speed records if you respect the engine and yourself. Speed can be dangerous.
Always hand over your engine to the next driver full of water, coal and oil and with a clean fire.
Make sure that he can drive.

Stop running in a reasonable time so that you have a chance to wipe down the engine and motion
thoroughly, to clean out the firebox, tubes and smokebox, and to blowdown the boiler if hard
water is being used. Try to cease running with a good head of steam and little or no fire: the
cylinders are then reasonably free of water. Leave the cylinder cocks open and the reverse lever
in the central position: throttles can leak and the engine moves off.
In no other pastime have so many things to be so closely watched. As the combination of tasks is
infinite the finest possible performance is seldom achieved. This is what makes locomotive driving
so interesting.
“Build your own engine and learn as no one else can know how it works at its best."
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Appendix 4 Wheel and track dimensions
The following gives recommendations for wheel and track dimensions

7¼ Inch Gauge
The following are the recommendations of the 7¼ Gauge Society Limited UK
Dimension

Standard Gauge
Fraction

Narrow Gauge

Imperial

Metric

Fraction

Imperial

Metric

Track Dimensions
Flangeway

9
32

0.281

7.15

9
32

0.281

7.15

-0 +1/32

-0 +0.031

-0 +0.79

-0 +1/64

-0 +0.016

-0 +0.40

1
8

0.125

3.18

1
8

0.125

3.18

1
4

7.25

184

7.25

184

-0 +1/64

-0 +0.016

-0 +0.40

-0 +0.016

-0 +0.40

15
16

6.938

176

6 15
16

6.938

176

-0 +0.031

-0 +0.79

-0 +1/64

-0 +0.016

-0 +0.40

0.266

6.75

0.313

7.94

20°

20°

20°

20°

"A"

Max Gauge
widening on
curves
Track
Gauge

"B"

7

7

1
4

-0 +1/64

Wheelset Dimensions
Check
Gauge

"C"

6

-0 +1/32
Diameter
Point

"D"

17
64

Flange
Angle

"E"

Flange
Depth

"F"

3
16

0.188

4.76

1
4

0.250

6.35

Flange
Thickness

"G"

9
64

0.141

3.57

--

0.190

4.83
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Flange Tip
Radius

"H"

1
16

0.063

1.59

Minimum
Wheel Width

"J"

13
16

0.813

20.64

Root
Radius

"K"

1
8

0.125

3.18

Wheel
Coning
Angle (max)

"L"

3°

3°

Wheel back
to back

"M"

13
16

6.813

173.00

-0 +1/64

-0 +0.016

-0 +0.40

6

--

1

6

0.081

2.06

1
8

1.125

28.58

1
8

0.125

3.18

3°

3°

6.750

171.50

-0 +0.016

-0 +0.40

3
4

-0 +1/64

5, 3½ and 2½ Inch Gauge
The following are recommendations of The Society of Model and Experimental Engineers UK
Dimension

Imperial

Metric

5 Inch Gauge

Imperial

Metric

3½ Inch Gauge

Imperial

Metric

2½ Inch Gauge

Track Dimensions
Flangeway

"A"

0.190

4.83

0.130

3.30

0.125

3.18

Track Gauge

"B"

5.000

127.00

3.500

89.00

2.500

63.50

"D"

0.176

4.47

0.126

3.20

0.090

2.29

"E"

20°

20°

20°

20°

20°

20°

"F"

0.140

3.56

0.110

2.79

0.085

2.16

"G"

0.106

2.69

0.076

1.93

0.055

1.40

"H"

0.045

1.14

0.030

0.76

0.020

0.51

"J"

0.535

13.59

0.375

9.53

0.268

6.81

"K"

0.070

1.78

0.050

1.27

0.035

0.89

"L"

3°

3°

3°

3°

3°

3°

"M"

4.687

119.05

3.281

83.34

2.281

57.94

Wheelset Dimensions
Diameter
Point
Flange
Angle
Flange
Depth
Flange
Thickness
Flange Tip
Radius
Minimum
Wheel Width
Root
Radius
Wheel
Coning
Angle (max)
Wheel back
to back
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Appendix 5 Coupling guidelines
The following gives guidelines for couplings:
1.

Coupler height
Table 1:

Centre line coupler above top of rail

(consistent with scale of prototype)
Compiled by Roy Hamilton after consultation

2.

Track Gauge

2 ½”

3 ½”

5”

7 ¼”

Centre line above rail for
passenger ride cars mm

65

65

75

125

Drawbar Gear
Our drawbar gear is designed to safely pull 10% of the prospective train weight including
passengers
Tables 2 & 3 compiled by David Grant-Taylor
Table 2:

Table 3:

Pin sizing
Track Gauge

3 ½”

5”

7 ¼”

Pin Diameter mm

6

8

10

Allowable drawbar load kg

48.8

64.2

135.5

Minimum values in mm for drawbar sizing

Pin Diameter

6

8

10

Hole diameter

6.5

8.5

10.5

Drawbar cheek thickness

3

4

5

Drawbar tab thickness

3

4

5

Drawbar cheek separation

6

8

10

Drawbar tab width

18

24

30
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3.

Safety chains
Information supplied by David Grant-Taylor
Overview
In normal practice two safety chains are used. They should be bolted on near the
centreline as this ensures that the load is shared across two chains, rather than the
shorter chain taking all the load to be followed by a sudden transfer to the second
chain should the first chain part or the hooks straighten. Sudden loads always result
in loads due to inertia which are higher than the expected value so should have a
higher rating than that for a continuous static load. Commercially, the breaking load
is only 2.5 times the safe working load, and this has to be borne in mind when
selecting chain. Loads tabulated below are for Grade 30 chain, generally the low
grade of chain listed for commercial use, and therefore likely to available to all.
Some may wish to use stainless chain, but this needs to be inspected on a routine
basis because it is somewhat subject to pitting corrosion in corrosive environments
such as foreshore sited tracks. All chain used must be of welded type.
Again we allow for 10% of the prospective train weight including passengers.
Table 4:

Chain size for prospective drawbar load

Gauge
Prospective drawbar load
Grade 30 chain
Stainless chain
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3½"
50
110
4
0.120
3.0

5"
65
143
4
0.120
3.0

7¼"
140
300
2
0.148
5.0
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Appendix 6 Cashing up
The following outlines the recommended procedure for cashing up at the end of the day:
Task

Notes

1

Remove $150.00 float from
cash

Refer to card in float container for makeup of the float
If not sufficient quantity of an item, increase a lower value item
to give correct float
Put float in float container and put away

2

Complete Internet Banking
sheet

If any Internet Banking:
Add up total sales and record for Page total

3

Complete Track Running Log

Tip:
Use calculator on your phone to assist adding up
Verify last sold ticket number correctly recorded
$2 tickets sales:
For each row
Calculate number of tickets sold - show in No. sold column
Tip: For number, subtract start number ❶ from end number
❷ & add 1
Show ticket sale cash ❸ for row in Total column
$10 six trip sales ❹:
Calculate number of tickets sold - show in No. sold column
Tip: For number, subtract start number from end number &
add 1
Show ticket cash for row in Total column
Total tickets sales ❺ – add cash for ❸ + ❹ & record total
Donations ❻ - show any donations for day
Day Revenue ❼ - add ❺ + ❻ & record total
Internet banking ❽ – from the Internet Banking sheet:
Show number of Internet banking sales in No. sold column
Show total Internet Banking sales in Total column
Cash to be banked –subtract ❽ from ❼

4

Complete Cash breakdown
sheet

This must be completed for each running day
Information from this sheet is used to complete the Deposit
slip and the Fast Deposit bag
Steps:
a) Record date
b) Record Run Manager
c) Record cash for days running:
Notes & Coins - Enter the number and total for each value
Total notes and record in Total notes
Total coins and record in total coins
Add Total notes & Total coins and record in Total cash
d) Reconcile the “Total cash” on this sheet with the Track
Running Log recorded for “Cash to be banked”
If difference , resolve (recheck all workings)
e) If banking the days takings:
You can choose to do a bank transfer if you wish for the days
takings
When Deposit slip & Fast Deposit bag numbers are known,
record numbers
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Task

Notes

5

Complete ANZ Deposit slip

There is a book of ANZ deposit forms – please use
Complete by recording:
Paid in by – show your first & family name
Complete Reference – show running date
Show as year month day; i.e. 20211206
Date – show date that you anticipate banking money
Notes – show Total notes value from the Cash breakdown
sheet
Coins - show Total coins value from the Cash breakdown sheet
Sub Total Cash – add d) & e) and record
Cheques – this will always be zero
Total banking – show total from f)
Complete deposit stub in deposit book (date & total)
Ensure Deposit slip number recorded on Cash breakdown sheet
– see step 4 e)
This is the 6 digit number at the foot of the slip to the left of
our account number 060501 0082024 00
Detach completed Deposit slip
Place in pocket at foot of Fast deposit bag with completed side
facing front - seal pocket

6

Complete ANZ Fast deposit bag

Instruction on how to complete are printed on the bag in 2
places:
Above CASH ONLY pouch
Above DEPOSIT SLIP and CHEQUES pouch
Steps:
Remove the Customer record and Carrier/Agent record
sections at top of bag and discard (they are not needed)
Use the Cash breakdown sheet to complete the cash details
Society bank account is 06 0501 0082024 00
After completing all information required:
Place notes (do not fold) plus coins (in a coin bag) into CASH
ONLY pouch and seal
Place Deposit slip into DEPOSIT SLIP and CHEQUES pouch and
seal
Record Fast deposit number on the Cash breakdown sheet
Remove the Customer record and Carrier/Agent record at top
of bag and discard
If needed - see separate sheet on how to complete this step

7

File completed “Internet
Banking sheet” and “Cash
breakdown sheet”

File in folder “Cash breakdown sheets” in the appropriate
section

8

Take photo of right hand page
of the completed “Track
Running Log” showing the days
takings

Email photo to treasurer
It is also useful to send a photo of the completed “Cash
breakdown sheet”
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Samples of completed forms:
Track Running Log

Internet Banking & HVMES Cash Breakdown sheet
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ANZ Fast Deposit Bag
A1

`

1
a)
b)

A2

B
B2
B1
Bag
Ba
number

C
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Complete in the following order:

c)
d)
e)

2
A1 &
A2
B

Complete ANZ Deposit slip (use forms in deposit book)
Name of depositor:
Your first name and family name
Reference:
If date of run is 6/12/2021 enter as TRK
20211206
Account Number: 06 0501 0082024 00
Date: Date bag will be deposited at ANZ bank
Notes & coin:
Enter from HVMES Cash breakdown sheet:
Notes = Total notes, Coin = Total coins, Subtotal = Total cash,
cheques = nil, Total = Subtotal plus cheques
Complete ANZ Fast Deposit bag
Tear off and discard

This has two sections B1 and B2 – complete following instructions
below
B1
Account details
1. Fill in Account name:
Hutt Valley Model Engineering Society Inc
2. Fill in Depositors name:
Use full first and surname.
3. Fill in contact phone:
Depositors phone number
4. Date:
Date bag will be deposited at ANZ bank
5. Account Number:
06 0501 0082024 00
B2
Cash details
From the HVMES Cash breakdown sheet:
1. Enter total for $5, $10, $20, $50 & $100
notes
2. Notes - enter Notes total
3. Coin - enter Coins total
4. Total Cash - enter Total cash
Place notes (do not fold) plus coins (in a coin bag) in this pouch and seal
Write bag number on Cash breakdown sheet
C
Deposit Slip and 1. Place completed ANZ Deposit slip in this
Cheques
pouch
2. There will be no cheques to include
Do not include the HVMES Cash Breakdown
sheet in this pouch
3. Seal pouch
See over for examples of completed ANZ Deposit slip and ANZ Fast Deposit
bag
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ANZ Deposit Slip

ANZ Fast Deposit bag
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<< End of Manual >>
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